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Submitted by Senator Richard J. Gordon and the members of the Committee on
Accountability^ of Public Officers and Investigations (Blue Ribbon) on

Re: Proposed Senate Resolution No. 425
Recommending the adoption of the recommendations as contained in this Report
and for its full and immediate implementation.
Sponsors: Senators Richard J. Gordon, Vicente C. Sotto III,
Mit. P r e s i d e n t :
The Committee on Accountability of Public Officers and Investigations to
which were referred Proposed Senate Resolution No. 425 introduced by Senator
Richard J. Gordon entitled:
“RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON
ACCOUNTABILITY OF PUBLIC OFFICERS AND INVESTIGATIONS
(BLUE RIBBON) TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF
LEGISLATION, INTO THE P6.4 BILLION WORTH OF SHABU
SHIPMENT FROM CHINA, ON THE POSSIBLE MALFEASANCE,
MISFEASANCE, AND NONFEASANCE OF BUREAU OF CUSTOMS
(BOC) OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES”
has considered the same and has the honor to submit its report on its inquiry back
to the Senate, recommending its adoption and approval.

PROLOGUE
Drugs, drugs, and more drugs.
Where did these all come from?
How did it enter our country?

*

The Committee on Accountability of Public Officers and Investigations has
conducted a total of nine (9) public hearings and invited a number of resources
persons as witnesses in the investigation of the P6.4 Billion worth of shabu from
China, which passed through the country’s front door, under a blind watch of the
Bureau of Customs. This entry of drugs is, in no doubt, the failure of the Bureau of
Customs to guard our country well from the entry of smuggled and contraband
goods; not to mention, their failure in reaching the target in the collection of duties
and taxes, which are clearly acts of malfeasance, misfeasance, and nonfeasance.
Our border sentinels have failed us indeed.
Even the President of the Philippines was shocked at the extent by which the
Bureau of Customs had been used as entry points for these illicit- because they are
pernicious- materials. We are all aware that corruption is a big problem in our
country. We, too, are aware of the reputation of the Bureau of Customs as one of
the most corrupt agencies in our bureaucracy. That is not unique to us.
Historically, in Elizabethan England, it is said in a study, “what follows is the
introduction of genuine British trade ‘taxation’ of 1558, which eclipsed myriad
“customs and subsidies” [etc.] that had existed since at least the thirteenth century.
However, the records of governors that concern this new lucrative taxation are
dominated by reports of fraud and evasion of the same group of new taxes. This
indicates a curious fixation for contemporary Elizabethan ministers, and for those
who labored the issue. The methods by which merchants, but particularly customs
‘officers' were said to have embezzled and concealed customs imply organized
networks and fraudulent schemes.’ xxx “There was an epistemological problem to
the extension of governance over customs houses, which had previously been
virtually free of central oversight. The way the Tudor monarchy came to know its
customs taxation in theory would allow specifically for more precise auditing of
customs declarations. I demonstrate that fraud and corruption were not side issues,
but rather intimate with the very birth of this first ‘modem’ taxation and
administration.” (https://www.eui.eu/events/detail?eventid= 106673, last accessed
23 September 2017)
And in the United States, “(o)ne example of corruption in the New York Customs
House was to undervalue imports, then make an official discovery of the mistake.
Under the law the entire value of an import that was falsely declared was forfeit.
Half of the total then went to the head of the Custom House. Importers were often
willing to settle out of court and bribe the officer in charge. For example, in 1874
the metals importer Phelps, Dodge and Company paid a bribe of $50,000 to
Senator Roscoe Conkling, the leader of the New York Custom House.”
(https://books.google.com.ph/books?id=H7tvBQAAQBAJ&pg=PT86&dq=custom
shouse+coiTuption+history&hl=en&sa=X&ved-0ahUKEwjY_KC8prvWAhWCW7

wKHd2vAL8Q6AEIICzAB#v=onepage&q=customshouse%20corruption%20history&f=false, last accessed 23 September 2017)
As is shown in the report, such corruption has also been prevalent in the Bureau of
Customs, namely, the participation by certain private sector traders, brokers and
logistics providers in the smuggling of goods through misdeclaration,
misclassification and non-inspection of shipments, and bribery of key customs
officials in a system they call “TARA.”
Thus, lest we be misled, while the apparent problem here is corruption at the
Bureau of Customs; the greater, the more dangerous, and the existential threat
facing our country here is illegal drugs. Illicit drugs are our greatest problem
today. Drugs destroy lives and communities; it also consumes one’s life, as it
wreaks havoc in our communities. Many thousands have been killed, are being
killed, and will be killed even before the year is over, because of drugs. The
problem with drugs is that they never seem to be in short supply.
Its unimpeded entry was made possible with the complicity of the criminals at
Customs and their ilk- people who did not care one whit about our people’s
welfare; whose only care was to satiate their thirst, their lust, their inordinate
appetite for money. The Customs Bureau, alas, had become a partner in the drug
trade. The erstwhile criminal smugglers of goods and merchandise have turned too
into smugglers of drugs.
We are in a drug war, it cannot be characterized otherwise, we have been invaded
and we must expel the drugs that have invaded, as we must exorcise ourselves of
those people responsible- producers, importers, players, tara system specialists,
Customs officers cum facilitators, and all those who have been complicit in
allowing the drugs in.
One would think, where does this all come from?
The United Nations (UN) World Drug Report reported that one of the important
methamphetamine trafficking routes in Asia is from China (Yunnan Province) to
the Guangxi, Guangdong, Fujian provinces, and Hong Kong SAR of China, which
was said to be exported to Taiwan, Province of China, Japan, Indonesia, and the
Philippines. (World Drug Report 2008, United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime, p. 140).
We discovered that this business here is a part of an international ring that covers
China, Japan, and the Philippines.

Thus, the supply of drugs in our country has yet to be greatly diminished despite
the administration’s war on drugs due to the fact that tons and tons are still making
its way into our country because our sentinels have failed to guard against them
well. In fact, it was established that most of the country’s supply come from China.
In a compilation of news articles, starting from 2001 - 2017, shabu seized from
raids involving Chinese nationals totalled 4,888.26 kg. though the Philippine Drug
Enforcement Authority (PDEA) reported that it had, under custody, as of August
31, 2017, a whopping 1,871,631.66 grams of shabu with an estimated street value
of P9.35 Billion - this after destruction of seized drugs from January to August
2017; not to mention, some which might not be included in media reports and/or
were not detected and/or seized by the Bureau of Customs (BOC) or PDEA.
Also, in a 2017 budget hearing, PDEA stated that, out of 412 arrests of foreign
nationals, from 2010 —2016, 208 were Chinese nationals and 36 were Taiwanese
nationals. Thus, it cannot be gainsaid that many, if not, most of the drugs came
from China.
That was why, on 22 August 2016, the Chairman of your Committee wrote to
former Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) Secretary Perfecto Yasay, Jr. and
urged him to raise the level of dialogue and cooperation between the two (2)
parties- China and the Philippines, in order to address this issue of drugs.
Moreover, through the request of the Chairman of this Committee, the Senate
President wrote a letter on 23 August 2017 to the Department of Justice (DOJ)
Secretary Vitaliano Aguirre II relaying the request of your Chairman for assistance
by allowing the Committee to avail itself of the terms and benefits of the Treaty
Concerning Mutual Legal Assistance on Criminal Matters between the Republic of
the Philippines and the People’s Republic of China.
Further, to assist in the progress of the investigation, the Chairman even reached
out to the Ambassador of China to the Philippines, Zhao Jianhua, and the Taipei
Economic and Cultural Office (TECO) in the Philippines, Dr. Gary Song-Huann
Lin, on 15 September 2017 and the 14th of September 2017, respectively. To the
surprise of your Chairman, and contrary to what the Philippine law enforcement
authorities have said in the past, our foreign counterparts in China and Taiwan
were more than willing to cooperate in the investigation. To wit, China even has a
Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of the People’s Republic
of China and the Government of the Republic of the Philippines on Cooperation
against Illicit Traffic and Abuse of Narcotic Drugs, Psychotic Substances and
Precursor Chemicals, dated 30 October 2001. This was further bolstered by the
Protocol on Cooperation between the Narcotics Control Bureau of the Ministry of
Public Security of the People’s Republic of China and the Philippine Drug
Enforcement Agency (PDEA) of the Republic of the Philippines, dated 20 October
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2016. And, Taiwan, on the other hand, responded through a letter, dated 20
September 2017, where they informed your Chairman that their Ministry of Justice
Investigation Bureau (MJIB) has already provided information to the National
Bureau of Investigation (NBI) and PDEA, and that they are willing to cooperate
through the MECO-TECO mechanism, since all are signatories to a mutual legal
assistance agreement on criminal matters.
Thus, we therefore wonder, are the law enforcement authorities (i.e. BOC, PDEA,
and NBI) telling the truth as to a paucity of cooperation or are they just acting to
cover a stench?
How did the drugs come in? The Sordid Tale of the Twisted, the Corrupt and
the Corruptors
On 26 May 2017, the Bureau of Customs (BOC) conducted two (2) drug raids in
the City of Valenzuela. The raid yielded 605 kg. of methamphetamine
hydrochloride or shabu worth P 6.4B in the warehouse of Hong Fei Logistics,
owned by Mr. Richard Chen, at 5510 Aster St., De Castro Subdivision, Paso de
Bias, Valenzuela City. The other raid was conducted at 3050 F. Bautista St.,
Ogong, Valenzuela City, where 100 kg. of shabu were seized in a “supposedly”
controlled delivery by BOC. The said drug raid was chronicled as the second
biggest shabu interception in the country. The first, being the 890 kg. of shabu
from the raid in San Juan City, last 23 December. The huge amount of shabu
entered surreptitiously into the BOC front door on a Tuesday, 17 May 2017, at
5:12 AM via MA^ Guang Ping. It was loaded inside container number
MCLU6001881 which was covered by Bill of Lading No. MCLPSHUOO10036.
The Bill of Lading was declared as follows: (1) 116 pkgs. cutting board; (2) 580
pkgs. footwear; (3) 138 pkgs. kitchenware; and (4) 23 pkgs. mould. The total taxes
paid were only P38, 760. How can one shipment, containing all these merchandise
be subjected to less than P40, 000? Clearly, proper taxes and duties were
improperly paid?
The subject cargo came from Hong Fei Xiamen which consolidates goods from
several exporters. These included several crates from SunLike factory, care of a
certain Ms. Tong Yen Ping.
The container numbered MCLU6001881 was eventually discharged from the
carrying vessel at around 1:36 PM. The consignee of the container was EMT
Trading and the customs broker for the subject shipment was Mr. Teejay A.
Marcellana. Having prior arrangements with the BOC’s Import Assessment
Service (IAS), headed by Dir. Milo Maestrecampo, Mr. Mark Taguba was able to
lodge the subject shipment into the “Green Lane.” This arrangement was made
possible by acquiring the Harmonized System Codes (HS Code) from Dir.
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Maestrecampo, which Mr. Taguba later on sent to his broker Mr. Marcellana.
Having the HS Codes meant that Mr. Taguba and Dir. Maestrecampo had
prearranged anomalous agreements. This was further evidenced by the text
messages provided by Mr. Taguba, which he submitted to the Committee, and a
certain “Tita Nanie DG”. The HS codes Mr. Taguba got from Dir. Maestrecampo
were used and lodged into the Electronic-2-Mobile (E2M) System which led
importers to be qualified and assigned in the “Green Lane.” It is important to note
that importers desire their containers designated in the Green Lane because they
are “released without further inspection.” At around 10:48 AM, 18 May 2017,
Thursday, the subject shipment, now in the “Green Lane” was released to its
consignee after processing. On 20 May 2017, Saturday, the shipping line charges
were paid.
On Monday, 22 May 2017, Atty. Larribert Hilario of the BOC’s Risk Management
Office (RMO) issued an ‘alert order’ on the shipments of EMT Trading based on
their unusually high number of shipments and whose entries were also filed by the
same broker, Mr. Marcellana. However, the ‘alert order’ was not acted upon by the
head of the Command Center, Dep. Com. Gerardo Gambala, who was on-leave at
that time. At around 5:52 PM of the same day, arrastre charges and wharfage dues
were paid. Ms. Sheila, a staff of Mr. Taguba then informed Mr. Erwin Arganosa, a
staff of Mr. Kenneth Dong (facilitator), that the gate passes for the containers were
ready. Thereafter, Mr. Arganosa informed Mr. Manny Li (facilitator) of the same
and Mr. Li directed the shipment be delivered to 5510 Aster St. De Castro
Subdivision, Paso de Bias, Valenzuela City. Gate passes were processed on the
evening of Tuesday, 23 May 2017, and at around 9:45 PM, the subject container
was loaded onto a truck with plate number AAC 3123 under Golden Strike
Logistics, Inc. owned by Mr. Taguba. At around 10:03 PM, the container was
released from the MICP, International Container Terminal Services Incorporated
(ICTSI), and at around 10:08 PM, the truck departed the ICTSI container yard for
delivery to the Hong Fei warehouse at 5510 Aster Street. The subject container
arrived at Aster St. at around 07:38 AM, the following morning, Wednesday, 24
May 2017. At around 5:00 PM on 25 May 2017, Mr. Chen received a call from
Mr. Wang Xi Dong, a Customs Police Officer from Xiamen. Mr. Wang introduced
himself as a customs officer from China and asked Mr. Chen whether a shipment
of five (5) Insulator Machines (metal cylinders) have arrived at his warehouse.
After verifying its delivery, Mr. Chen answered in the affirmative.
Mr. Wang then informed Mr. Chen that the said wooden crates contained illegal
drugs. He further narrated that the shipper in China has already been arrested. Mr.
Wang then told Mr. Chen the following: to wait for the Philippine Customs
authorities; to contact a certain “Rainer” whom he said was a member of Interpol;
and not to deliver the shipment to its final consignee. Mr. Chen was also advised to
contact a certain “Tsin Yen” from the Chinese Embassy in the Philippines.
6
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Because of a purported fear for his life, Mr. Chen followed all the instructions
given to him. That same evening, Mr. Chen received several calls, at 30 minute
intervals, from a Filipino and Chinese caller, between 5 - 1 0 PM, asking him to
immediately deliver the five (5) Insulator Machines to 3050 F. Bautista Street,
Ugong, Valenzuela City. However, Mr. Chen - following the instructions from the
Chinese customs authorities - refused to deliver the shipment.
Correspondingly, Mr. Zhang Xiaohui, Director of the International Enforcement
Cooperation Division (lECD), Anti-Smuggling Bureau (ASB) General
Administration of China Customs (GACC) coordinated with the Customs
Intelligence and Investigation Service (CHS) through Intelligence Officer (10)
Rainier R. Ragos, Chief-of-Staff, CHS, BOC, at around 9:00 pm on 25 May 2017,
an
intelligence report regarding a shipment containing unidentified and
undetermined volume of illegal drugs. The message states:
“The owner of the warehouse is Mr. Chen, tel. 09xxxxxxxxx The address
on the box is 3050 F Bautista street Ugong Valenzuela city. The owner is
helping us but nervous, please contact him and promise that you will not
punish him and protect him, he will inform you the detailed address of
warehouse. He is waiting. The real suspectors(sic) could be ”
Ming Jun Zhu
09xxxxxxxxx
And Fidel Anoche Dee
09xxxxxxxxx
09xxxxxxxx
Please do not contact them now, and if possible controlled delivery is
better. I will ask my investigator to contact you and inform you detailed
information about how it was concealed. If you have further action or
information please inform me. Good luck, my dear colleagues! ”
10 Ragos relayed that message to CHS Chief Dir. Neil Anthony Estrella.
At around 11:00 PM, Mr. Chen received a call from Dir. Estrella, who introduced
himself as a member of the Bureau of Customs Philippines. They agreed to meet
and discussed the incident in the parking lot in front of Jollibee, Puregold
Valenzuela.
At around 1:00 AM of 26 May 2017, Mr. Chen met with Dir. Estrella and his
interpreter, Mr. Stanley Pascual, also a BOC official, at the said parking lot. Mr.
Chen narrated to Dir. Estrella the events and information he got from the Xiamen
Customs Police stating that illegal drugs were supposedly hidden in the “insulator
7

machines.” About five (5) minutes later, Mr. Chen took Dir. Estrella and Mr.
Pascual to his warehouse at 3510 Aster Street, De Castro Subdivision, Paso de
Bias, Valenzuela City. At around 1:30 AM, Mr. Chen, together with Dir. Estrella,
arrived at the warehouse. Three (3) tactical teams from the BOC-CIIS and
narcotics dogs (K-9 units) were also employed and directed to the scene.
By 2:00 AM, Dir. Estrella called BOC Comm. Nicanor Faeldon, and asked for a
Letter of Authority (LOA). Sometime between 2:00 - 3:00 AM, Dir. Estrella
received via email the LOA he requested from Comm. Faeldon, which he printed
in the office of Hong Fei warehouse. The LOAs issued covered the following
addresses: (1) 5510 De Castro Subdivision, Paso de Bias, Valenzuela City and (2)
3050 F. Bautista St., Brgy. Ugong, Valenzuela City. However, a heavy cloud of
doubt is cast on this tale; during the hearing on 9 August 2017, Dir. Estrella
testified that he asked for the LOA from Comm. Faeldon only after confirming
from the first cylinder that drugs were indeed inside, which clearly violated the
procedure (TSN, August 9, 2017, pp. 78-79), and which would mean that Dir.
Estrella only asked for the LOA at around 4 AM, since according to him, it took 34 hours to open the first cylinder. To note, attached in the subject wooden crates
was a paper bearing the name, address, and contact number of the recipient of the
shipment as follows: Fidel Anoche Dee, 09xx xxxxxxx. Address at 3050 F.
Bautista St., Brgy. Ugong, Valenzuela City. Therefore, Mr. Chen and the BOC
officials already knew the consignee thereof. There was no need to open the crates.
They should have Just conducted the controlled delivery as required in R.A. No.
9165 (Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002). The K-9 unit manifested
positive indications of the presence of drugs in the subject shipment, thus. Dir.
Estrella ordered the opening of the metal cylinders. It is, however, to be noted that
during the public hearings, the Bureau could not produce certification on whether
the dogs were authorized to sniff out drugs, as required by the Philippine Drug
Enforcement Agency (PDEA). At first, they attempted to open the cylinders with
tools that were available to them at that time - knife, crow bar. But due to its
thickness, the cylinders / “insulator machines” could not be opened with the tools
available. Dir. Estrella, thereafter, ordered that metal grinders be brought from the
BOC office, as advised by 101 Joel Pinawin, also a BOC official. According to
Dir. Estrella, they took tliree (3) to four (4) hours to finally get one (1) cylinder
open. Upon opening, 605 bags of shabu were recovered, of about one (1) kg. each,
from the five (5) metal cylinders with an estimated street value of P 6.5B. It was
only after Dir. Estrella successfully opened one (1) cylinder did he inform Comm.
Faeldon and report that the information given to them by the Chinese authorities
proved positive, this already was sometime between 5:00 - 6:00 AM.
He also requested the assistance of the National Bureau of Investigations (NBI)
through his friend. However, why would Dir. Estrella call someone who was then
having issues in the NBI and was recalled and assigned to another Region? Would
8
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he prefer coordinating with a friend rather than with the head - or the officer in
charge - of the NBI? This is a violation of the procedure since according to R.A.
No. 9165, PDEA should be the lead agency.
Sometime between 9:00 - 10:00 AM, Comm. Faeldon arrived at the Hong Fei
warehouse. It was also only at this time that PDEA Dir. Gen. Isidro S. Lapena was
informed of the raid conducted and of the existence of the illegal drugs. PDEA
National Capital Region (NCR) Dir. Wilkins Villanueva arrived at the scene at
1:30 PM, in lieu of Dir. Gen. Lapena. By that time, the drugs were already
“scattered” on the floor. There were several BOC and NBI personnel on the scene
together with Comm. Faeldon. Dir. Villanueva was dismayed as to what transpired
because he no longer had personal knowledge of where the drugs came from,
which was very crucial to establish the chain of custody. That said, PDEA no
longer had control of the evidence at the scene. Dir. Estrella then gave a briefing
and established a joint BOC/PDEA team for the operation of a “controlled
delivery.” Prior to the conduct of the controlled delivery. Comm. Faeldon was seen
consulting his legal counsel, Atty. Jelina Magsuci, regarding the appropriate
procedure. However, how can the controlled delivery be made when the five (5)
crates were already opened and the drugs were already scattered on the floor?
Dir. Estrella then divided the group into two (2) teams. One group was composed
of BOC-CIIS and NBI who were tasked to implement the LOA in Paso de Bias,
while the other were BOC and PDEA RONCR who were tasked to implement the
LOA in Brgy, Ugong. At around 4:00 PM, PDEA operatives together with Dir.
Estrella and his men proceeded to Ms. Emily Anoche’s house at 3050 F. Bautista
St., Brgy. Ugong, Valenzuela City to perform a supposedly “controlled delivery.”
Intelligence Officer 1 (lOl) Oliver A. Valiente was designated as the Searching
Officer while Agent Norman Balquiedra as the Arresting Officer should the search
prove positive. A team was already stationed near the house and confirmed that the
address was not fictitious. The operatives waited for the arrival of the van which
contained the subject crate and its subsequent unloading. A team then led by 101
Joel Pinawin knocked on the door and asked Mr. Fidel Anoche Dee (final
consignee) to sign the LOA, to which the latter complied. However, a controlled
delivery presupposes to just deliver and wait for the real owner to come out. Thus,
there was no need for an LOA and a knock on the door. After Mr. Dee signed the
LOA, dogs from the K9 unit then sniffed the subject crate and indicated positive
for containing drugs. When the crate was opened, 100 pieces of plastic bags
containing white crystalline substance were found inside the metal cylinder.
Immediately thereafter. Agent Balquiedra placed Mr. Dee under arrest. Inventory
of the drugs were made by 101 Valiente in the presence of Mr. Dee, Kagawad
Domingo Antonio of Brgy. Ugong Valenzuela and Mr. Jimmy Mendoza of DZAR
Sunshine Radio.

Following the arrest of Mr. Dee, he was brought to the PDEA RONCR for
processing. However, one may ponder, is Mr. Dee the real consignee or was he a
mere scapegoat? He was only hired as a caretaker by the real lessors of the house
in Bautista St. who were, Jhu Ming Jyun and Chen I Min, who, up until now, have
not been found.
Unburned Stock of Seized Shabu: Secure, or Already Contaminated?
'-'i

In a 31 August 2017 inventory report, PDEA has in its custody a total of
1,871,631.66 grams of shabu with an estimated street value of P9.35 Billion. If we
include in that inventory liquid shabu. Valium, morphine, cocaine, shabu
precursors, and other prohibited/regulated drugs, PDEA has in its custody drugs
valued at a staggering PI 1.56 Billion! These, just in its national headquarters. This
does not even include those which are in the custody of the National Bureau of
Investigation, with the Philippine National Police, and/or other law-enforcement
agencies.
The drugs sit there and the drugs continue to linger there without being properly
disposed of, and as they stand there without being destroyed, they will continue to
seduce rotten eggs in PDEA; waiting to be asported, and distributed in the market;
and, thus, poisoning more kids, corrupting more law enforcers, raising the death
toll in this drug war - and yes, this is a war - ensuring the downward spiral of our
country’s moral fiber.
Your Chairman of this Committee has written a letter to the Chief Justice on the
matter and expressed his grave concern to the Secretary of Justice, in order to
expedite the destruction of drugs and to implement the law. Dura Lex Sed Lex.
No Stone Left Unturned
While great effort had been expended in uncovering this mess, much still needs to
be discovered. Your Chairman and the Committee cannot do it unaided. All in
government and in the private sector must help- the NBI, PNP, PDEA, and other
government investigative agencies must share in the efforts towards uncovering the
whole truth of this gargantuan mess. Your Committee took time to go to Clark
Airport to obtain flight manifests, and attendance records of their BAC
proceedings to try to discover who Tita Nanie really is- Taguba testified that at one
time she was in Clark for bidding, and had flown via helicopter at one point.
Likewise, your Committee invited to testily presidential son, Davao City ViceMayor Paolo Duterte, as well as the President’s son-in-law, Atty. Mananases
Carpio at the urgings of Senator Antonio F. Trillanes IV, a member of the
Committee, who felt that he needed to ask them questions related to this issue.
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The above-mentioned relatives of the President of the Philippines appeared at the
hearing of 07 September 2017, and were made available for questions from those
who attended the hearing, including the Senate President, the Majority and
Minority Leaders, as well as about five (5) other senators. Although they were
summoned, on the basis of mere hearsay, we sought to accommodate the
importuning of Senator Trillanes. The Committee wanted to show likewise that
there are no holy cows, exempted from our processes, especially involving issues
that are very serious in nature: in this circumstance, entry of illicit drugs through
the Bureau of Customs.
In spite of the opportunity granted the several senators who attended the hearing,
very few questions were asked of them. Senator Trillanes only asked on the alleged
presence of a tattoo at the back of the Davao Vice- Mayor, and bank transactions
of the Presidential son-in-law, which were all not related to the drug investigation
and/or the “tara” system. Both practically invoked their right to privacy. In the end,
when there were no more questions to be asked, from the other senators, the
Committee excused the presence of the two and, on motion by the Majority
Leader, which was voted upon unanimously and without any objection from the
seven (7) other senators present (the Senate President, the Minority Leader, the
Chairman, Senator Aquino, Senator Lacson, Senator Pacquiao, and even Senator
Trillanes) sent them home back to Davao City because no evidence was established
to connect the two to the smuggling of drugs or other contraband through our
Bureau of Customs.
The Committee is not a court; it does not pretend to be. It cannot convict, it cannot
adjudicate rights between two opposing parties’ claims. Mindful of the
constitutional limits on Congress’s power to investigate, your Committee has
always been careful not to summon people, to appear before it, willy-nilly.
Implicating persons on mere hearsay was rigorously avoided. But, your Committee
did not hesitate to summon when a connection or implication was made of certain
personalities, based on personal knowledge, even if the supposed personal
knowledge was detennined later to be a mistaken one. On the other hand, there are
times when the Committee acts like a court: when it issues summons through either
an invitation or subpoena (duces tecum or ad testificandum); when it requires the
submissions of affidavits; when it administers an oath to resource persons and/or
witnesses before they testify- the obvious consequence of the latter being that one
who utters a falsehood may be liable for perjury or false testimony charges; it can
detain, and have in the past detained person for contumacious conduct. Thus, a fine
balance between an individual’s civil liberties and the coercive power of Congress
was always sought to be maintained.
The Secretary of Justice has to do more in helping solve the problem of drugs. It
was disheartening to note that, in the hearing of 19th September, he seemed to have
11
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given up on this case- “patay na itong kasong ito,” if your Chairman may
paraphrase him. Such cavalier treatment of a serious case, like this, is not
becoming of a Justice Secretary. He seemed to have just left things to his Usees,
NBI, and PDEA. He created the impression that he was too busy with other things.
Not felt or not put through to the Committee was a sense of urgency, a sense that
speed was an imperative. He gave the impression that he did not give this case the
needed attention.
The investigative agencies must pursue the investigation/s of persons connected
with this case: those of yet unidentified clearly, and those that the Committee was
not able to summon to the hearings for one reason or another, e.g., inability to
determine real identities, as of now, those that could not be located in the
meantime: Tita Nanie, Jojo Sabban, Big Boy, Atty. Christopher Bolastig, and other
John Does or Jane Does.

Epilogue. But not quite the end.
It is saddening that despite the administration’s staunch war against illegal drugs,
the problem still persists and our sentries deliberately continue to fail to guard us,
to secure ourselves from this continuing menace. This situation clearly requires
greater attention and action, both from the government’s side and from the people,
in general.
This interception and the corresponding investigation of this Committee, indeed, is
a game-changer. Without these, there would have been foot-dragging, or worse, the
wheels of justice might have not started turning because, in having a successful
drug bust, not only are the drugs important to seize, it is the people behind them, as
well as, the pushers and drug lords that must be stopped and interdicted. As
Friedrich Von Logau said (trans. William W. Longfellow), “Though the mills of
God grind slowly, yet they grind exceeding small; Though with patience He stands
waiting, with exactness grinds He all.”
“Be afraid. Be very afraid.”
A fair warning must also be given to these reprehensible law violators, to the
corruptors and the corrupt, and to all those in government who treat this issue in a
cavalier manner, the work of the Committee will not end here.
This just is the beginning. We will continue to hear other issues, even as we submit
this “partial” report. The work will never end until the problem is resolved, until
the drugs are gone, until the “Augean Stables of Heracles” of a Bureau of Customs
is cleaned, until we get them, many of them, most of them, or all of them and bring
them to justice. We cannot flag in our efforts.
12
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Though the wheels of justice turn slow, it still exceedingly grinds and the day of
reckoning is sure to come.
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COMMITTEE REPORT
ON THE
P6.4 BILLION WORTH OF SHABU SHIPMENT FROM CHINA
I.

PREFATORY

On 26 July 2017, Proposed Senate Resolution No. 425 was referred to the
Committee on Accountability of Public Officers and Investigations (Blue Ribbon
Committee),
The Committee conducted a total of nine (9) hearings: July 31, 2017;
August 09, 15, 22, 29, and 31, 2017 and Sept. 7, 11, and 19, 2017 and had
summoned scores of witnesses and resource persons from the Bureau Of Customs
(BOC), the National Bureau of Investigation (NBI), the Philippine Drug
Enforcement Agency (PDEA), the Department of Finance (DOF), the Department
of Justice (DOJ), brokers, importers and financiers, among others. (Pis. see
attached list.)
The hearings revealed a disturbing web of incompetence and corruption in
the BOC - the establishment of a so called Command Center (ComCen) which
overly centralized key functions to a chosen few personnel; the ingrained,
continuous and systematic practice of giving “tara” or grease money to key BOC
personnel and the use of our main ports as entry points for illegal and dangerous
drugs. These revelations led to more questions like: who were those who greased
the rails of this smuggling train? Who participates in the so-called "'Friday habit,"
"Payday Friday"', "Friday 3 o ’clock habit"! Where does the distribution take
place? And, who are responsible for the smuggling of these illegal and dangerous
drugs.
The crux of the issue in these hearings is the untrammelled and unacceptable
entry of smuggled goods, particularly illegal drugs. Drugs have resulted in a
chilling condition in our country, a condition so dire that the President declared a
“war on illegal drugs.” Thus far, the war waged by government against illegal
drugs has resulted in thousands of deaths - of mostly the poor and small-time
pushers. The BOC personnel, for allowing drugs to enter our country, have soaked
their hands in blood - of Kian De Los Santos, Carl Angelo Amaiz and the
thousand other victims of this drug war.
We submit and release this document with a sense of urgency given the
situation at hand. The blood-letting that thousands of our people have suffered,
continue to be inflicted among numerous others - all because the continuous entry
of illegal drugs through Customs remain unabated. There is also the continuing

k
haemorrhage in our country’s income generation capacity, because of corruption in
the Bureau of Customs that has to be stanched.
II.

FACTUAL ANTECEDENTS
PR IMA R Y CHA RA CTERS:
(Shipper / facilitators / broker / consignee)
Hong Fei Logistics China
Hong Fei Logistics Philippines
Richard Chen (aka Richard Tan/Chen Ju Long)
Manny Li (aka Li Guang Feng)
Kenneth Dong (aka Dong Yi Shen Xi)
MarkTaguba
, ,
I I Ii
Teejay Marcellana
Eirene Mae Agustino Tatad
■

(Bureau of Customs)
Ret. Capt. Nicanor E. Faeldon
Ret. Col. Neil Anthony Estrella
Ret. Capt. Gerardo O. Gambala
Joel Pinawin
Ret. Capt. Milo Maestrecampo
Atty. Larribert Flilario
Lourdes Rosario
Rainier Ragos

(Ch iiiese Authority)
Mr. Zhang Xiaohui

-

Consolidator of goods
Local counterpart
Owner, Hong Fei
Facilitator/fixer
Facilitator/fixer
Pseudo-broker/player/
fixer
- Broker
- Disposable consignee

Commissioner, BOC
Director, Customs Intelligence and
Investigation Services (CIIS-BOC)
Deputy Commissioner/Head, Command
Center BOC
Intelligence Officer BOC
Director, Import Assessment Service
(lAS-BOC)
Risk Management Office (RMO-BOC)
OIC, Assessment Coordinating and
Monitoring Department
CHS Chief of Staff, Intelligence Officer
1-11 (BOC)

- Director
of
the
International
Enforcement Cooperation Division
(lECD), Anti-Smuggling Bureau (ASB)
General Administration of China
Customs (GACC)

NARRA TION OF E VENTS:
The Players
Sometime in early 2016, Mr. Manny Li and Mr. Kenneth Dong, both
businessmen, agreed to do business. Mr. Li would ship in cargo related to his

business of LED lights and wirings, and Mr. Dong would help him facilitate entry
of said cargo. The “partnership” proceeded so well that they subsequently decided
to get other clients and themselves act as facilitators for their shipments or cargo.
Mr. Li was then introduced to Mr. Richard Chen who owned Hong Fei
Logistics (Hong Fei), a consolidator of goods in China. Mr. Chen told Mr. Li that
he was in need of a person who could bring in Hong Fei’s containers from China
through customs, faster and cheaper.
Mr. Li then instructed Mr. Dong to find such a person. Mr. Dong enlists the
services of Mr. Mark Taguba who was recommended to him by a friend. Mr.
Taguba. with his broker contact, Mr. Teejay Marcellana, was the contact Mr. Dong
needed to have access to the Bureau of Customs.
The relationship / interaction between these persons are compartmentalized
and guarded. Mr. Chen - the shipper / consolidator, only speaks with Mr. Li - the
facilitator. He does not know, Mr. Dong, Mr. Taguba nor Mr. Marcellana. Mr. Li
in turn only speaks with Mr. Dong - also a facilitator. He does not know Mr.
Taguba or Mr. Marcellana. Mr. Dong, on the other hand, does not know or speak
with Mr. Chen. The same goes for Mr. Taguba - a pseudo broker / facilitator. Mr.
Taguba only speaks with Mr. Dong, Mr. Marcellana, and does not know Mr. Chen
or Mr. Li.
A typical transaction between the parties would proceed as follows:
When there is a shipment, Mr. Chen of Hong Fei will send a copy of the
“packing list” (which is in Chinese) of said container or containers to Mr. Li. Mr.
Li then forwards this same list to Mr. Dong to be translated into English. In turn
Mr. Dong sends the translated list back to Mr. Li for confirmation or correction.
Once the translated list is given the go-ahead, Mr. Dong forwards the translated list
to Mr. Taguba. Mr. Taguba and Mr. Marcellana will indicate on the list the
corresponding Harmonized Systems Codes (HS codes) to be used. The list, with
the corresponding HS codes is returned to Mr. Dong, who gives it back to Mr. Li,
who in turn returns the document to Mr. Chen of Hong Fei.
This corrected list, with the corresponding HS codes, will now be the basis
of the entries in the Bill of Lading that Hong Fei will use.
I

The Cargo
On 16 May 2017, Tuesday, Hong Fei Xiamen consolidates goods from
several exporters/shippers. This included several crates from Sun-Like factory care
of a certain Ms. Tong Yen Ping.
3
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At around 5:12 AM of 17 May 2017 (Wednesday), M/V Guang Ping arrived
in the Manila International Container Port (MICP). On board this ship is a
container numbered MCLU6001881 and covered by Bill of Lading No.
MCLPSHUOO10036 containing the cargo of Sun-Like Factory.
This container numbered MCHJ6001881 was eventually discharged from
the carrying vessel at around 1:36 PM. The consignee was EMT Trading with
business address at 807 Dasma Corporate Building, 321 Dasmarinas Street,
Barangay Binondo, Manila. The customs broker for this shipment was Mr. Teejay
A. Marcellana, with address at Room 525A 5F Femi Building, A. Soriano Jr.
Avenue, Brgy. 565, Zone 069, Manila.
By prior arrangement with the Import Assessment Service (IAS) of the
Bureau of Customs (BOC), headed by Director Milo Maestrecampo, Mr. Taguba
was able to get Harmonized System Codes (HS Codes) which he sent to his broker
Mr. Marcellana. By virtue of these HS codes, shipments are prearranged to be in
the ''Green Lane'", and was lodged into the BOC Electronic-2-Mobile (E2M)
System (digital filing) covered by Entry No. C-129547.
The Bill of Lading declared:
1.
2.
3.
4.

116 pkgs. Cutting Board
580 pkgs. Footwear
138 pkgs. Kitchenware
23 pkgs. Mould

Declaration of Value in the Bill of Lading- US$5,900.00
Gross Weight of the Package: 14,160 kgs.
Tax Paid as it is reflected on the Single Administrative Document
(SAD)
7o u t w e u r

Type

T ax B a s e

R ale

CUD
VAT

1 4 6 ,6 7 4

0%
12%

1 5 3 ,0 0 9

Am ount
0 .0 0
1 8 , 3 6 1 .0 0

K itc h e n w a re

Type

T ax B a s e

R ate

CUD
VAT

6 2 ,4 1 5 .0 0
6 6 ,0 0 0 .0 0

0%
12%

Type

T ax B a s e

R ate

CUD
VAT

2 3 ,9 2 5 .0 0
2 6 ,2 5 5

0%
12%

Am ount
0 .0 0
7 , 9 2 0 .0 0

M o u ld

Am ount
0 .0 0
3 , 1 5 0 .0 0

Cultincf B o a r d

Type

T ax B a s e

R a le

CUD
VAT

7 3 ,8 5 8 .0 0
7 7 ,8 1 8 .0 0

0%
12%

Am ount
0 .0 0
9 , 3 3 8 .0 0

i-
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TOTAL TAXES PAID: Php 38,769
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Note: Containers and cargo designated in the Green Lane are to be ■ ; (
''released without further inspection. ”
| t | |
At around 10:48 AM on Thursday, 18 May 2017, the subject shipment was
released to its consignee after processing. The request for debit system for payment
of Customs duties is made via BOC’s ePayment system.
On 20 May 2017, Saturday, shipping line charges were paid.
On 22 May 2017, Monday, Atty. Larribert Hilario of the BOC Risk
Management Office (RMO) issues an alert order on the shipment based on the
unusually high number of shipments whose entries were filed by broker Mr.
Marcellana. This alert order was not acted upon by the head of the BOC Command
Center (ComCen), Dep. Com. Gerardo Gambala, who was on-leave at that time.
At around 5:52 PM of the same day, arrastre charges and wharfage dues
were paid. Ms. Sheila, a staff of Mr. Taguba then informed Mr. Erwin Arganosa, a
staff of Mr. Dong, that the gate passes for the containers were ready. Mr. Arganosa
informed Mr. Li of the same and Mr. Li directed the shipment be delivered to 5510
Aster St. De Castro Subdivision, Paso de Bias, Valenzuela City.
Gate passes were processed on the evening of 23 May 23, 2017, Tuesday,
and at around 9:45 PM, container MCLU6001881 was loaded on a truck with plate
number AAC 3123 under Golden Strike Logistics, Inc. owned by Mr. Taguba.
At around 10:03 PM, the shipment was released from the Manila
International Container Port (MICP), International Container Terminal Services
Incorporated (ICTSI), and at around 10:08 PM, the truck departed the ICTSI
container yard for delivery to the Hong Fei warehouse at 5510 Aster Street.
Container MCLU 6001881 arrived at said destination at around 07:38 AM
the next morning, 24 May 2017, Wednesday.
The Raid
On 26 May 2017, BOC conducted two (2) raids in Valenzuela City. The raid
yielded Php 6.4 Billion worth of methamphetamine hydrochloride or shabu and
was consequently logged as the second biggest shabu interception in the country.
5
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The raid was based on a call received by Mr. Richard Chen (Hong Fei
owner), from Customs Police Officer Wang Xi Dong of China.
At around 5:00 PM on 25 May 2017. Mr. Chen received a call from Mr.
Wang. Mr. Wang introduces himself as a customs officer from China. He then asks
Mr. Chen whether a shipment of five (5) Insulator Machines (metal cylinders) have
already arrived in his warehouse. After verifying with his employees and the
logbook record of deliveries in the Hong Fei Logistics warehouse, he answered in
the affirmative.
Mr. Wang then informed Mr. Chen that the said wooden crates contained
illegal drugs. He further narrated that the shipper in China had already been
arrested. Mr. Wang then told Mr. Chen: to wait for Philippine Customs authorities,
to contact a certain “Rainer” who he said was a member of Interpol, and not to
deliver the shipment to its final address. Mr. Chen was also advised to contact a
certain “Tsin Yen” from the Chinese Embassy in the Philippines. Mr. Chen follows
all the instructions given to him. He waits for “Ranier” to get in touch with him, he
does not deliver the crates and he contacts and invites Tsin Yen to come to his
warehouse as he was fearful of what Mr. Wang of the Xiamen Customs Police had
told him.1
That same evening, Mr. Chen received several calls between 5 - 1 0 PM
from a Filipino and a Chinese caller, at 30-minute intervals, asking him to
immediately deliver the five (5) Insulator Machines to the warehouse in 3050 F.
Bautista Street, Ugong, Valenzuela City. Mr. Chen, following the instructions of \
Chinese customs authorities, refused to deliver the shipment, giving the excuse that (
they were still preoccupied with other deliveries. In truth, he was waiting for action
from Philippine authorities.
At around 11:00 PM, Mr. Chen received a call from Dir. Neil Estrella who
introduced himself as a member of the Bureau of Customs of the Philippines. They
agreed to meet in the parking lot of Jollibee in front of Puregold Valenzuela to
discuss what was happening. At around 1:00 am of 26 May 2017, Mr. Chen met
with Dir. Estrella at the designated meeting place. Accompanying Dir. Estrella
was his interpreter, Mr. Stanley Pascual.
Mr. Chen proceeded to narrate to Dir. Estrella the events - about the
information he got from the Xiamen Customs Police and that illegal drugs that
were supposedly hidden in the “insulator machines.” After about five (5) minutes,
Mr. Chen then took Dir. Estrella and Mr. Pascual to his Hong Fei warehouse at
3510 Aster Street, De Castro Subdivision, Paso de Bias, Valenzuela City.
Affidavit o f Richard Chen dated 03 August 2017
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By around 1:30 am, Mr. Chen, together with Dir. Estrella, arrived at the
Hong Fei warehouse. Three (3) tactical teams from BOC-CIIS and narcotics dogs
of the BOC were also sent to the scene.
At around 2:00 am. Dir. Estrella called up BOC Comm. Nicanor Faeldon,
asking for Letters of Authority (LOAs) covering the following addresses:
• 5510 De Castro Subdivision, Paso de Bias, Valenzuela City
• 3050 F. Bautista St., Brgy. Ugong, Valenzuela City.2
Sometime between 2:00 and 3:00 AM, Dir. Estrella received via email the
LOA he requested from Comm. Faeldon, which he printed in the Hong Fei
warehouse office.
Now armed with an LOA, Dir. Estrella then confirmed the shipment referred
to and identified by Mr. Chen as composed of five (5) wooden crates containing
metal/steel cylinders. Inside the wooden crate, it was noted that there was a paper
bearing the name, address, and contact number of the recipient of the shipment:
Fidel Anoche Dee; Address at 3050 F. Bautista St., Brgy. Ugong, Valenzuela City;
09** *******
During the paneling by the K-9 unit, the drug-sniffing dogs manifested
positive indications of the presence of illicit drugs in the subject shipment. Thus,
Dir. Estrella ordered the opening of the metal cylinders.
The metal cylinders had no opening and were completely sealed all around.
At first, they attempted to open the cylinders with tools that were available
to them at that time - knife, crow bar. But since the cylinders/ “insulator machines”
could not be opened with the tools available. Dir. Estrella ordered that metal
grinders be brought from the BOC office.
According to Dir. Estrella, the process took them three (3) to four (4) hours
to finally get one cylinder open. Inside were plastic bags containing crystalline
substance which was later confirmed to be shabu.
A subsequent inventory would show that six hundred and five (605) bags of
shabu were recovered from the five (5) metal cylinders with an estimated street
value of Php 6.5B.

2 Memorandum o f Estrella to Faeldon

It was only after they had successfully opened one cylinder did Dir. Estrella
call Comm. Faeldon to report that the information given to them proved positive.
This was sometime between 5:00 - 6:00 am. He also requested the assistance of
the National Bureau of Investigations (NBI) through his friend.
Sometime between 9:00 - 10:00 am, Comm. Faeldon arrived at the Hong
Fei Aster warehouse where he also gave Dir. Estrella an LOA for the warehouse at
3050 F. Bautista St., Brgy. Ugong, Valenzuela City.3 This was also the only time
Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency (PDEA) Dir. Gen. Isidro S. Lapena was
informed of the raid and of the existence of the illegal drugs.
PDEA NCR Dir. Wilkins Villanueva arrived at the scene at around 1:30 pm.
By that time, the drugs were already “scattered” on the floor. There were several
BOC and NBI personnel on scene together with Comm. Faeldon. Dir. Villanueva
no longer had personal knowledge on where the drugs came from which was
crucial to establish chain of custody. PDEA could no longer control the evidence at
the scene.
Dir. Estrella then gave a briefmg/instruction to establish a joint BOC/PDEA
team for the operation of a “controlled delivery.” Dir. Estrella divided the group
into two (2) teams. One group composed of BOC-CIIS and NBI agents were
tasked to implement the LOA in Paso de Bias, while BOC and PDEA RO-NCR
personnel were tasked to implement the LOA in Brgy. Ugong.
At around 4:00 pm, PDEA operatives together with Dir. Estrella and his men
proceeded to Ms. Emily Anoche’s house at 3050 F. Bautista St., Brgy. Ugong,
Valenzuela City to perform a “controlled delivery.” At that time, the house of Ms.
Anoche was rented out to a certain Mr. Jhu Ming Jyun (it was previously rented by
a certain Mr. Chen I Min, both Taiwanese nationals), under a Contract of Lease.
Intelligence Officer (10)1 Oliver A. Valiente is designated the Searching
Officer while Agent Norman Balquiedra the Arresting Officer should the search
prove positive and yield illicit drugs. A team that was already stationed near the
house of Mr. Fidel Anoche Dee confirmed that the address of Mr. Dee was not
fictitious. Said operatives waited for the arrival of the van containing the subject
crate and its subsequent unloading.
A team then led by lOl Joel Pinawin knocked on the door and asked Mr.
Dee to sign the LOA, to which the latter complied.
Note: In conducting a supposed "controlled delivery, ” knocking on the door
and asking the subject accused to sign the LOA is not a standard procedure, as
1Memorandum o f Estrella to Faeldon
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provided for by Sec. 3 (g) ofR.A. No. 9165 otherwise known as the Comprehensive
Dangerous Drugs Act o f2002.
After Fidel Anoche Dee signed the LOA, dogs from the K9 unit sniffed the
subject crate and indicated the crate as positive for containing drugs. When the
crate was opened, 100 pieces of plastic bags containing white crystalline substance
were found inside the metal cylinder. Thereafter, Agent Balquiedra placed Mr.
Dee under arrest. Inventory of the drugs was made by lO Valiente in the presence
of Mr. Dee, Kagawad Domingo Antonio of Brgy. Ugong Valenzuela and Mr.
Jimmy Mendoza of DZAR Sunshine Radio in compliance with Section 21 of
Republic Act No. 9165. Fidel Anoche Dee, brother of Emily Anoche and caretaker
of the warehouse at Bautista Street, was arrested and brought to the PDEA RONCR for processing.
Note: During this time, Commissioner Faeldon kept consulting his legal
counsel, Atty. Jelina Magsuci, on what the appropriate procedure should be.
III.

Mil

FINDINGS

Given the antecedent facts, the Committee finds the following persons in
violation of the following laws:
A. Commissioner NICANQR E. FAELDON (ret. Philippine Marine Corps)
(Former Commissioner of the Bureau of Customs)
Culpable for misfeasance and nonfeasance in the performance of his
functions.
Laws Violated:
1. Republic Act No. 10863
AN ACT MODEIWIZING THE CUSTOMS AND TARIFF
ADMINISTRATION also known as the Customs Modernization and
Tariff Act (CMTA)
Section 1431. Statutory Offenses of Officers and Employees.— Every
officer, agent, or employee of the Bureau or of any other agency of the
government charged with the enforcement o f the provisions of this Act,
who shall be found guilty of any delinquency as described below shall
be penalized with imprisonment of not less than six (6) years and one (1)
day but not more than twelve (12) years, and perpetual disqualification
to hold public office, from exercising the right to vote and to participate
in any public election and a fine of not less than five hundred thousand
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pesos (P500,000.00);
(PI,000,000.00):

but not

more

than

one

million pesos

XXX
(e) Providing' an opportunity fo r any person to defraud the government
of customs revenue or failing to do any act with the intent to enable
any person to defraud the government o f customs revenue;
(f) Negligently or designedly permitting the violation of the law by any
other person;
2.

Republic Act No. 3019
Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act t I
Section 3 (e)
X

*

X X

(e) Causing any undue injury to any party, including the Government,
or giving any private party any unwarranted benefits, advantage or
preference in the discharge of his official administrative or judicial
functions through manifest partiality, evident bad faith or gross
inexcusable negligence. This provision shall apply to officers and
employees of offices or government corporations charged with the grant
o f licenses or permits or other concessions.
Discussion;
Admirably, Comm. Faeldon has said in one of the hearings that during
his incumbency, he was responsible for every gram of shabu that entered the
country through Customs. He has in effect, on record, assumed responsibility
for any and all lapses made by BOC that resulted in the entry of the above
stated illegal drugs.
That being said, the Committee finds that the establishment of the
Command Center (ComCen) upon his instruction has resulted in situations
that ironically eased the entry of drugs and of illicit goods rather than prevent
it.
The ComCen was envisioned to monitor, coordinate, and supervise
different aspects of customs administration so that operational data critical for
10
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informed decision-making will be easily-available4. Judging by the numbers
as seen below, this worked to a certain extent.

BOC Collections 2015-2017
Year

JanJun

Variance

Jul-Dec

Variance

Total

Targets

Variance

M

2015

179 B

2016

191 B

2017

212 B + 10.99%

-

+6.7%

189 B
207 B

+9.52%

398 B

436 B

-8.7%

368 B

456 B

-19.3%

468 B

-

This however does not take away from the fact that the over
centralization of powers and functions facilitated the entry of illegal drugs as
well as other smuggled contraband.
The “ComCen” system precluded the other authorized personnel of the
Customs Bureau from issuing an alert order on their own authority, to the
detriment of an efficient customs administration. This even allowed
unscrupulous persons to take advantage of the centralization of the alert
system to bypass the checks of District Collectors and field offices and thus
abuse the green lane facility.
Further, creating the Command Center was outside the powers of
Comm. Faeldon as Commissioner of the Bureau of Customs. Such was
unlawful and illegal. Section 201 (f) of Republic Act No. 10863 otherwise
known as AN ACT MODERNIZING THE CUSTOMS AND TARIFF
ADMINISTRATION provides:
Section 201. Powers and Functions of the Commissioner. — The
Commissioner shall have the following powers and functions:

V
V

(f) Assignment or reassignment of any customs officer subject to
the approval o f the Secretary of Finance; Provided, That District
Collectors and other customs officers that perform assessment functions
shall not remain in the same area of assignment for more than three (3)
years;

4 http://wwu'.portcalls.com/boc-centralizes-operations-command-ccnter/# last accessed on 01 September 2017
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In creating the Command Center, Comm. Faeldon effectively
reassigned customs officers absent the approval of the Secretary of Finance,
thereby arrogating unto himself the authority which he never possessed in the
first place.
Such non-feasance and misfeasance have made the lives of our people
more miserable, what with the presence of these enormous amounts of drugs.
Overly trusting of his subordinates, he appears to be way over his head in
running a big bureaucracy like the Bureau of Customs.
This experience with Faeldon provides us a valuable lesson: as we were
trying to fix the problem of drug intrusion through customs, we discovered
the “TARA” system and how that made possible easy access of drug
importation into the country.

^

One major contributor to this disarray in the BOC was his penchant for
putting in a cabal of like-minded people, coming from the same background,
PMAers, or Magdalo members. He created an echo chamber, where they
listened only to themselves. Sadly, for the country, we found that such an
arrangement only led to gross incompetence, resulted in “corrupt-tible”
officers, managers. One hard lesson learned: do not put one barkada into one
place, performing the same assignment.
We recommend that the Department of Finance (DOF), in relation to
the creation of the ComCen, the Ombudsman, the Department of Justice
(DOJ), the NBI, and the PDEA investigate him to determine the degree of his
participation, if any. To be fair, a public announcement must, too, be made if
these agencies mentioned do not find any culpability in him.

B.

Director NEIL ANTHONY ESTRELLA (ret. Philippine Marine Corps)
(Director, Customs Intelligence and Investigation Service [CHS- BOC])
Culpable for malfeasance, misfeasance, and nonfeasance in the
performance of his duties.
Laws Violated:
1. Republic Act No. 10863
AN ACT MODERNIZING THE CUSTOMS AND TARIFF
ADMINISTRATION also known as the Customs Modernization and
Tariff Act (CMTA) Section 1431, paragraphs (d), (e), and (f)
Section 1431. Statutory Offenses of Officers and Employees.—
Every officer, agent, or employee o f the Bureau or o f any other agency
12
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o f the government charged with the enforcement o f the provisions of
this Act, who shall be found guilty of any delinquency as described
below shall be penalized with imprisonment of not less than six (6) years
and one (1) day but not more than nvelve (12) years, and perpetual
disqualification to hold public office, from exercising the right to vote
and to participate in any public election and a fine of not less than five
hundred thousand pesos (F500,000.00); but not more than one million
pesos (PI,000,000.00);
(d) Conspiring or colluding with another or others to defraud the
customs revenue or otherwise violate the law;
(e) Providing an opportunity fo r any person to defraud the government
of customs revenue or failing to do any act with the intent to enable any
person to defraud the government of customs revenue;
(f) Negligently or designedly permitting the violation o f the law by any
other person;
2.

Republic Act No. 3019, also known as the Anti-Graft and Corrupt
Practices Act, Section 3, paragraph (e):
(e) Causing any undue injury to any party, including the Government,
or giving any private party any unwarranted benefits, advantage or
preference in the discharge of his official administrative or judicial
functions through manifest partiality, evident bad faith or gross
inexcusable negligence. This provision shall apply to officers and
employees of offices or government corporations charged with the grant
of licenses or permits or other concessions.

Discussion:
It has been established that on May 25, 2017, that Director of the CHS,
Dir. Estrella received intelligence information from his Staff, Mr. Ragos. Said
information came from Mr. Zhang Xiaohui, Director of the International
Enforcement Cooperation Division (lECD) of the People’s Republic of China
[informing the BOC that a shipment containing illicit drugs will be coming to
the Philippines from the Port of Xiamen, China which might be declared as
general merchandise. The information further indicated that the address on the
box is 3050 F. Bautista Street, Brgy. Ugong, Valenzuela City and that the
suspects are Mr. Ming Jun Zhu and Mr. Fidel Anoche Dee.5 Mr. Zhang

1Memorandum o f Neil Anthony Estrella dated 14 July 2017
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Xiaohui further suggested that a controlled delivery be made, presumably to
ensure the arrest of the real owners of the illegal drugs.6
Despite all the information supplied by the Chinese authorities, Dir.
Estrella still proceeded to the Hong Fei Philippines warehouse at 5510 Aster
St., De Castro Subdivision, Paso de Bias, Valenzuela without prior
coordination with PDEA.
Armed with a mere Letter of Authority (LOA), Dir. Estrella proceeded
to enter the warehouse, conducted a search for the questioned crates
containing metal cylinders, forcibly opened the same to reveal the illicit
drugs.
Considering all of these facts, the Committee finds three (3) glaring
flaws in the actions of Dir. Estrella.
1.

Failure to coordinate with PDEA, as mandated by law.
Based on the above information given by the Chinese
authorities. Col. Estrella already had confirmation that drugs were
coming and/or may have already arrived in the Philippines. He was
already informed that the Chinese authorities have arrested thirteen
(13) persons in Xiamen and that their asset in Manila is Mr. Chen
Ju Long aka Richard Chen/Tan. He was also informed that it was
these persons arrested who have confessed and supplied the
authorities with the information of what were inside the crates, what
container (MCLU6001881) the crates were in, when it was shipped,
and as to who was the final consignee.
Given the detailed intelligence information supplied by the
Chinese authorities, on where and how positive they were that a
shipment of illicit drugs were on its way to the Philippines, Dir.
Estrella should have immediately coordinated with PDEA pursuant
to a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between BOC and PDEA
and of R.A. No. 9165.
Section 2 (d) of the Memorandum of Agreement between
BOC and PDEA, dated 09 September 2010, BOC shall:
”d. Ensure that all operations against high-value drug
targets should have prior coordination with the PDEA. In
any case, the BOC shall inform the PDEA and furnish it an

6 Translation of the Message of Mr. Zhang Xiaohui to 10 Rainier Ragos
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after-operation report as soon as possible. Provided, further,
that if prior coordination was not made, the reason(s) thereof
must be stated in the after-operations report. ”

t*
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This Memorandum of Agreement is in furtherance of Section |
86 of R.A. No. 9165, which provides:
•
“Section 86. Transfer, Absorption, and Integration of
All Operating Units on Illegal Drugs into the PDEA and
Transitory Provisions......... When the investigation being
conducted by the NBI, PNP or any ad hoc anti-drug task
force is found to be a violation of any of the provisions of this
Act, the PDEA shall be the lead agency. The NBI, PNP or
any of the task force shall immediately transfer the same to
the PDEA: Provided, further. That the NBI, PNP and the
Bureau of Customs shall maintain close coordination with the
PDEA on all drug related matters.”
XXX
THE CHAIRMAN, x x x
you call PDEA ?

Drugs are involved. Did :

MR. ESTRELLA. At that time. Your Honor, not yet.
Your Honor. We are still in the process of validating the
information. Your Honor.
i

THE CHAIRMAN. Are you aware o f the MOA between |
BOC and PDEA dated September 9, 2010, under Section 3 i
thereof?
MR. ESTRELLA. I was informed. Your Honor, but I
did not review that MOA, Your Honor.
THE CHAIRMAN. So you did not follow the
procedure?
MR. ESTRELLA. At that time. Your Honor, I did not
follow the procedure. Your Honor, because—
THE CHAIRMAN. You ’re aware of it?
MR. ESTRELLA. I ’m aware of it. Your Honor.
THE CHAIRMAN. In spite of that, you did not follow
the procedure. And that procedure says, “Ensure that all
15
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operations against high-valued drug targets should have prior
coordination with the PDEA, ” is that correct, Sid.

H .

MR. LAPENA. Yes, Your Honor.
(TSN, 09 August 2017, pp. 66-67)

2.

I

Failure to implement a valid and effective “controlled delivery.
Republic Act No. 9165, known as the Comprehensive
Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002, defines “controlled delivery''’ as an
investigative technique of allowing an unlawful or suspect
consignment of any dangerous drug and/or controlled precursor and
essential chemical, equipment or paraphernalia, or property
believed to be derived directly or indirectly from any offense, to
pass into, through, or out of the country under the supervision of an
authorized officer, with a view to gathering evidence to identify any
person involved in any dangerous drugs- related offense, or to
facilitate prosecution of that offense.7
Notwithstanding Dir. Estrella’s claim, the Committee finds
that there was nothing in the subsequent operation conducted by
Dir. Estrella at 3050 F. Bautista St., Brgy. Ugong, Valenzuela City
that would resemble, or correctly be called, a “controlled delivery.”

I

In the first place, all the crates in question were already
opened at the Hong Fei warehouse at 3510 Aster Street, De Castro
Subdivision, Paso de Bias, Valenzuela City. They were already
“tampered” with. It was only in an effort to revive the operation,
that the BOC with the assistance of PDEA and NBI decided to pack
the drugs up again in one of the metal cylinders and into its crate to
proceed with a “controlled delivery” to Fidel Anoche Dee at 3050
F. Bautista Street, Brgy. Ugong, Valenzuela City.8
Secondly, after bringing the crate to the second address, the
“controlled delivery” operation was once again rendered inutile
when Dir. Estrella and the joint operatives chose to move in on the
warehouse and not stake it out. Intelligence Officer Pinawin
proceeded to knock on the door of the house at Bautista St., serve
the LOA on Mr. Fidel Anoche Dee, go through the motions of

7 Sec. 4 (g ), R.A. 9165

8 Executive Session, 31 July 2017.
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searching the premises with the dogs and, subsequently arrest Mr.
Dee,
Dir. Estrella
delivery,”

t
missed the whole point of a “controlled |
{

What Dir. Estrella should have done was coordinate with the
NBl and PDEA and stake out the warehouse at Bautista Street.
During the time he was ordering the opening of the crates at the
Hong Fei warehouse, he knew that Mr. Chen had received calls
from a Filipino and a Chinese person asking him to deliver the
insulator machines/metal cylinders to the warehouse at F. Bautista
St. Mr. Dee would later testify to the Committee that at least four
similar crates had already been drawn out from the facility. This
was a missed opportunity to arrest the true owners! After all, the
prize was not the drugs alone, but the arrest of the recipients and the
drug syndicates which could have dismantled a whole drug
distribution network.

I
'if

3.

^
i

Failure to follow proper procedure fo r valid searches and seizure.
As noted by the Committee, the action of Dir. Estrella in
ordering the opening of the crates had serious and fatal flaws. Dir.
Estrella did not have, at that time, sufficient and legal authority to
do so. A Letter of Authority does not give him the proper legal
basis to proceed with his search and seizure.
Section 3, sub paragraph 3.11 of the Customs Administrative
Order (CAO) No. ____ (CUSTOMS JURISDICTION AND
EXERCISE OF POLICE AUTHORITY) defines a Letter of
Authority as:
3.11. Letter o f Authority (LOA)
authorization signed by the Commissioner,
person/s authorized to demand evidence
duties and taxes on imported goods openly
or kept in storage.

- A written
identifying the
of payment of
offered for sale

A letter “to demand evidence of payment of duties and taxes”
does not give the bearer authority to search for illegal drugs.
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At the very least, Col. Estrella should have requested for a
Warrant of Seizure and Detention (WSD). Sub paragraph 3.26 of
the same Customs Administrative Code provides:

«

%

3.26. Warrant of Seizure and Detention (WSD) —is an
order in writing, issued in the name of the Republic of the
Philippines, signed by the Collector of Customs directed to
the customs law enforcement officer, commanding him to
seize any vessel, aircraft, cargo, goods, animal or any other
movable property when the same is subject to forfeiture
pursuant to Section 1113, Chapter 4, Title XI of the CMTA.

II

Section 1113. Property Subject to Seizure and
Forfeiture. — Property that shall be subject to seizure and
forfeiture include:

t 1

XXX
(e) Goods which are fraudulently concealed in or removed
contrary to law from any public or private warehouse,
container yard or freight station under customs supervision;
(f) Goods, the importation or exportation of which are
effected contrary to law, or any goods of prohibited
importation or exportation, and all other goods, which, in the
opinion o f the District Collector, have been used, are or were
entered to be used as instruments in the importation or the
exportation of the former;
Dir. Estrella testified that at the time of the raid, they were
given the authority by Mr. Chen to open the crates in question. The
Committee however notes that Mr. Chen could not have validly and
legally given any authority to open the crates since he was not the
legal owner thereof. Mr. Chen was a mere depository.

%
4

At the time of the inspection and opening of the subject crates
inside Mr. Chen’s warehouse, more or less 42 hours had passed
from its release from the port. A judicial search warrant was thus
needed to open said crates. Without the search warrant, the opening
of the crates constituted an illegal search, which could very well
lead to the inadmissibility of the drugs subject of this case.
'"‘Chain o f custody" has been defined in jurisprudence as the
duly recorded authorized movements and custody of seized drugs or
controlled chemicals from the time of seizure/confiscation to receipt
18
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in the forensic laboratory to safekeeping to presentation in
i court for
destruction.9
I
'if

iti

The required procedure on the seizure and custody of drugs is
embodied in Section 21 of Republic Act No. 9165, or the
Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002, as implemented by
Section 21 (a) of its implementing rules and regulations (IRR),
which reads:

i

I

i

SECTION 21. Custody and Disposition of Confiscated,
Seized and/or Surrendered Dangerous Drugs, Plant Sources
of Dangerous Drugs, Controlled Precursors and Essential
Chemicals, Instruments/Paraphernalia and/or Laboratory
Equipment. - The PDEA shall take charge and have custody
of all dangerous drugs, plant sources of dangerous drugs,
controlled precursors and essential chemicals, as well as
instruments/paraphemalia and/or laboratory equipment so
confiscated, seized and/or surrendered, for proper disposition
in the following manner:
(a) The apprehending officer/team having initial
custody and control of the drugs shall, immediately after
seizure and confiscation, physically inventory and
photograph the same in the presence of the accused or the
person/s from whom such items were confiscated and/or
seized, or his/her representative or counsel, a representative
from the media and the Department of Justice (DOJ), and any
elected public official who shall be required to sign the
copies of the inventory and be given a copy thereof;
Provided, that the physical inventory and photograph shall be
conducted at the place where the search warrant is served; or
at the nearest police station or at the nearest office of the
apprehending officer/team, whichever is practicable, in case
of warrantless seizures ;
“Strict compliance with the prescribed procedure is
required because of the illegal drug's unique characteristic
rendering it indistinct, not readily identifiable, and easily open
to tampering, alteration or substitution either by accident or
otherwise,” 10

9 People vs. Adriano, G.R. No. 208169, 08 October 2014
10 People vs. Lascano, 635 SCRA 51
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Contrary to the definition of a controlled delivery, the
contraband was illegally opened, tampering it in the process and
thereby breaking the chain of custody, an essential element in the
successful prosecution of a drug case. At that time, they may have
had the drugs but they didn’t have the suspects. Worse, even if they
had the illicit drugs, the same may lessen its evidentiary weight
necessary to convict the suspects because of the apparent break in
the chain of custody.
The Committee calls attention to the “packing list.” The list
mentions - other than the five intercepted crates - a box containing
sixteen (16) cylinders. These sixteen cylinders have not been
accounted for. The inventory of the items obtained at the raid makes
no mention of the box containing sixteen cylinders. Where are they
now? This lack of competence in the Customs (Estrella)-led raid
made the Majority Leader ask where did the one (1) ton of white
powder go.
SEN. SOTTO. Mr. Chairman, just an interjection.
I believe the Customs and Mr. Chen would know where
the powder went, when that one ton of powder went and what
is that, where is it? Kasabay noong idineliver (deliver),
nagbuklatan kayo doon, nandodoon iyon somewhere or naideliver na. You know, one ton of powder, kung iyon ay
cocaine, it’s more expensive than the 604 kilos of shabiL
Baka kalahati lang ang presyo noon. So nahuli niyo iyong
shabu, hindi niyo nahuli iyong mas mahal. If, ‘‘i f ’ only, Mr.
Chair, that’s why just I want to make sure, let’s find out
where the powder went and what powder is that, talcum
powder ba o ano?

I

5 i
THE INTERPRETER (MR. LIU). Sir, Your Honor,
iyong powder daw, kinakain daw po ng baboy iyon.
(TSN29 August 2017, pp. 109-110)
However, during the hearing of 20 September 2017, the NBI
submitted a progress report, dated 19 September 2017, on their
search for the white powder. They have found it and tested it - it
turns out to be rice protein powder that is used as an additive to nata
de coco, which is exported to China.
20

With all the fatal procedural defects in what was notably then
the country’s biggest drug haul, the Committee cannot but surmise
that the veteran Director Estrella is grossly negligent and
incompetent, or corrupt, or both. He has been so grossly negligent
and cavalier in conducting the raid that the ineptitude displayed
here was so consistent and so pervading raising the suspicion that
all these mistakes were committed deliberately in order to shield the
I main principals from liability.
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His negligence is so gross as to amount to bad faith or
malice. He, in all likelihood, was complicit in protecting the real
perpetrators, at the very least. The Committee asks, could other
drugs have been removed? No one currently knows.
His acts may be forgiven if he were an amateur; but he was
not, he was a veteran. The more one thinks about his errors, the
more one is convinced that he had malevolent designs and by doing
so, he let the culprits go.
C.

Deputy Commissioner GERARDO Q. GAMBALA (Philippine Army
ret.)
% Head, Command Center, Bureau of Customs

I

Culpable for misfeasance and nonfeasance in the performance of his duties.
Laws Violated:
1. Republic Act No. 10863
AN ACT MODEIWIZING THE CUSTOMS AND TARIFF
ADMINISTRATION also known as the Customs Modernization and
Tariff Act (CMTA) Section 1431, paragraphs (e), and (f)
Section 1431. Statutory Offenses of Officers and Employees.—
Every officer, agent, or employee of the Bureau or o f any other agency
of the government charged with the enforcement of the provisions of
this Act, who shall be found guilty of any delinquency as described
below shall be penalized with imprisonment of not less than six (6) years
and one (1) day but not more than twelve (12) years, and perpetual
disqualification to hold public office, from exercising the right to vote
and to participate in any public election and a fine of not less than five
hundred thousand pesos (P500,000.00); but not more than one million
pesos (PI, 000,000.00);
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(e) Providing an opportunity fo r any person to defraud the government
o f customs revenue or failing to do any act with the intent to enable any
person to defraud the government of customs revenue;

I'ii

(f) Negligently or designedly permitting the violation of the law by any
other person;
2.

Republic Act No. 3019, also known as the Anti-Graft and Corrupt
Practices Act, Section 3, paragraph (e):
(e) Causing any undue injury to any party, including the Government,
or giving any private party any unwarranted benefits, advantage or
preference in the discharge of his official administrative or judicial
functions through manifest partiality, evident bad faith or gross
inexcusable negligence. This provision shall apply to officers and
employees of offices or government corporations charged with the grant
of licenses or permits or other concessions.

Discussion:
As head of the Command Center, Deputy Commissioner Gerardo O.
Gambala failed to be vigilant in preventing a wrongdoing of this magnitude.
This incident showcases his incompetence in handling administrative
functions, as well as the susceptibility and vulnerability of the Command
Center to encourage corruption, being the sole regulator and arbiter in tagging
shipments.
Atty. Larribert Hilario of the Risk Management Office (RMO)
previously reported EMT Trading’s anomalies to the Command Center.
Along with the findings of an abnormally high number of entries under a
single broker Mr. Teejay A. Marcellana, Atty. Hilario also reported the use of
uniform tariff rates of about Php 40,000 per container, along with Integrisy
Trading, owned by Taguba, and RO and SS Trading.11
Although Dep. Comm. Gambala was on leave when the request for the
Alert Order on the shipments of Mr. Marcellana was endorsed by Atty.
Hilario to the Import Assessment Group (lAG); as head of the Command
Center, Dep. Comm. Gambala should have taken steps to ensure that matters
referred to his office were properly scrutinized and evaluated, and appropriate
actions taken.

11 TSN, 22 August 2017, p. 183-184; Import Assessment Services, 2nd Indorsement, dated 22 May 2017
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In sum, Dep. Comm. Gambala’s failure to implement appropriate
safeguards in the Command Center is an indication of gross incompetence
tantamount to misfeasance, due to his lack of knowledge of customs law and
administration. His failure to use the degree of care, skill, and diligence
required in the performance of official duty showcase conduct prejudicial to
the interest of the government. Verily, he has reached his level of
incompetence, according to the Peter Principle, which puts to question the
wisdom of appointing people who are unfamiliar in this area. By failing to act
accordingly and appropriately to the dictates of his mandate, he is liable for
nonfeasance.
We also recommend that the Department of Finance (in relation to the * < *
operation of the ComCen), the Ombudsman, the Department of Justice (DOJ), ’ | 1 t
the NBI, and the PDEA investigate him, to determine the degree of his
participation, if any. To be fair, a public announcement must, too, be made if
these agencies mentioned do not find any culpability in him.
D.

Intelligence Officer .JOEL PINAWIN BOC

Culpable of malfeasance, misfeasance and nonfeasance in the performance of
his duties.
Laws Violated:
Republic Act No. 10863, AN ACT MODERNIZING THE CUSTOMS
AND TARIFF ADMINISTRATION, also known as the Customs
Modernization and Tariff Act (CMTA). Section 1431, paragraphs (e), and

(0

t

Section 1431. Statutory Offenses of Officers and Employees.— Every
officer, agent, or employee of the Bureau or of any other agency of the
government charged with the enforcement of the provisions of this Act, who
shall be found guilty of any delinquency as described below shall be
penalized with imprisonment of not less than six (6) years and one (1) day but
not more than twelve (12) years, and perpetual disqualification to hold public
office, from exercising the right to vote and to participate in any public
election and a fine of not less than five hundred thousand pesos
(F500,000.00); but not more than one million pesos (FI, 000,000.00);
(e) Providing an opportunity fo r any person to defraud the
government of customs revenue or failing to do any act with the intent to
enable any person to defraud the government of customs revenue;
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(f) Negligently or designedly permitting the violation of the law by any |
other person;
|
Discussion:

;

.
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'Yes, Your Honor, kasama po ako noong PDEA doon sa controlled
»■■ delivery po ng 100 kilos ng shabu. ”n
Intelligence Officer Joel Pinawin can be deemed in equal fault with Dir . )
Neil Estrella. As previously narrated, both BOC officers conducted the
“controlled delivery” at the warehouse of Mr. Dee with lO Pinawin taking the
lead and knocking at Mr. Dee’s door to serve the LOA.
lO Pinawin is as clueless- intentionally or otherwise- as Dir. Estrella as
to what a proper controlled delivery should be and what the purpose of said
delivery is for.
Again to summarize the method as envisioned in the Comprehensive
Dangerous Drugs Act of 20021213. - controlled delivery under the
Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Law is the investigative technique of
allowing an unlawful or suspect consignment of any dangerous drug and/or
controlled precursor and essential chemical, equipment or paraphernalia, or
property believed to be derived directly or indirectly from any offense, to pass
into, through or out of the country under the supervision of an authorized
officer, with a view to gathering evidence to identify any person involved in
any dangerous drugs related offense, or to facilitate prosecution of that
offense.14
The key phrases are “allowing to pass;” “to gather evidence;” “to
IDENTIFY the persons involved;” and, “to facilitate prosecution.”

I

All these, they failed to do.
E.

Director Milo Maestrecampo [Capt., Philippine Army (ret.)]
Import Assessment Service, BOC
Culpable of malfeasance, misfeasance and nonfeasance in the performance of
his duties.
|
Laws Violated:

!

12 TSN, 22 August 2017, p. 10
13 Republic Act No. 9165
14 Section 3 (g), Republic Act No. 9165
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Republic Act No. 3019, also known as the Anti-Graft and Corrupt
Practices Act, Section 3, paragraph (e):

| ?

(e) Causing any undue injury to any party, including the Government,
or giving any private party any unwarranted benefits, advantage or
preference in the discharge of his official administrative or judicial
functions through manifest partiality, evident bad faith or gross
inexcusable negligence. This provision shall apply to officers and
employees of offices or government corporations charged with the grant
of licenses or permits or other concessions.
2.

Republic Act No. 10863, AN ACT MODERNIZING THE
CUSTOMS AND TARIFF ADMINlSTIU\TION, also known as the
Customs Modernization and Tariff Act (CMTA).
Section
1431,
paragraphs (d), (e), and (!)
Section 1431. Statutory Offenses of Officers and Employees.— Every
officer, agent, or employee of the Bureau or o f any other agency of the
government charged with the enforcement of the provisions of this Act,
who shall be found guilty of any delinquency as described below shall
be penalized with imprisonment of not less than six (6) years and one (1)
day but not more than twelve (12) years, and perpetual disqualification
to hold public office, from exercising the right to vote and to participate
in any public election and a fine of not less than five hundred thousand
pesos (F500,000.00); but not more than , one million pesos
(FI,000,000.00);

(d) Conspiring or colluding with another or others to defraud the
customs revenue or otherwise violate the law;
(e) Providing an opportunity fo r any person to defraud the government
of customs revenue or failing to do any act with the intent to enable any
person to defraud the government of customs revenue;
(f) Negligently or designedly permitting the violation o f the law by any
other person;
Discussion:
As Director of the Import Assessment Service (IAS), Dir.
Maestrecampo did not exercise due diligence by not immediately acting on
the value verification requested by Atty. Hilario of the Risk Management
Office (RMO).
25
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It should be noted that it is the RMO’s duty to ‘‘(C)onduct a continuing
study/profile o f importers, exporters and customs b ro k ers.T h is is in
accordance with Customs Memorandum Order No. 2017-01-046 (dated 24
January 2017) which provides that “only the Director of Import Assessment
Services (IAS) can issue alert orders related to suspected valuation
violations.”15
It is therefore incumbent upon Dir. Maestrecampo to be vigilant in the
exercise of his duties since his office possesses the sole power to review and
issue alert orders for containers.

-y

In this case, because of his inaction, a shipping container proven to
contain illegal drugs was able to pass the Bureau of Customs without having
been inspected. Likewise, several other containers with highly questionable
cargo have been allowed to pass through the use and or abuse of the “green
lane”.
The Committee also takes notice of pieces of testimony given by Mr.
Taguba and Mr. Marcellana on where or who provided them with the
Harmonized Systems (HS) Codes. Using the “correct” HS code is crucial in
determining how one’s container will be designated. Designation to the green
lane will mean your container will be allowed to pass through customs
without the need for any inspection.
In this case, Mr. Taguba and Mr. Marcellana testified that they received
their HS codes from Dir. Maestrecampo. It was these codes that allowed their ^
containers to pass through the green lane16 - without need for inspection.

| |

As shown in the hearing on 22 August:
XXX
THE CHAIRMAN, lyan ba iyang HS Code, Captain Gambala?
MR. GAMBALA. Yes, sir.
THE CHAIRMAN. So binibigay nga. lyan ang sinasabi natin
last hearing. Ang tinatanong ko sa iyo, tinanong mo ba si Gambala and
Maestrecampo iyong HS Code binibigay niya sa inyo para alam mo
kung ano ang ilalagay—alam ni Teejay kung ano iyong lalagay diyan
kapag nag-entry siya kaya tutuloy-tuloy ko ngayon iyan. Correct?
15 TSN, 15 August 2017 hearing, p. 131.

i6ld.
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MR. TAGUBA. Yes. Your Honor.

ill*

THE CHAIRMAN, lyon. Malinaw iyon, huh.
(TSN, 22 August 2017, p. 79)
i

I

J
Further, it was shown in the hearing on 29 August:

‘ Ml

THE CHAIRMAN. Ibinigay sa iyo iyong code, ‘di ba, HR—
anong tawag doon—HS code?
MR. MARCELLANA. Your Honor, nag-preparepo ako—
THE CHAIRMAN. Just answer my question. You got the HS
code from Taguba, right, Mr. Taguba?
MR. MARCELLANA. Yes, Your Honor.
f

THE CHAIRMAN. And Mr. Taguba got it from Maestrecampo?
You gonna deny it again, umoo ka na sa akin diyan dalawang beses na.
MR. TAGUBA. Iyon lang po iyong sabi kasi doon sa text na
gating daw po kay Maestrecampo.
THE CHAIRMAN. O, gating kay Maestrecampo, sino ba ang
may hawak ng HS code, IAS iyan. MR. TAGUBA. IAS po.
THE CHAIRMAN. Iyon.
(TSN, 29 August 2017, p. I l l ) :

Further corroborating the foregoing statements of Mr. Taguba and Mr.
Marcellana are the following text messages obtained from Mr. Taguba during
the August 29, 2017 hearing, which establishes their long-time relationship
with Dir. Maestrecampo regarding the giving of HS Codes, which in turn
facilitates the green lane accommodation of Mr. Taguba’s shipments:
DATE
March 2, 2017

CONTENT OF TEXT MESSAGE
From Tita Nani DG to Mark Taguba:
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March 12, 2017

“ [ T a lk e d to m ilo na w l d s c u s s w d

■u________

r.

From Tita Nani DG to Mark Taguba:
V e ry g o o d m a rc an d b tw ur
a p p t w d m ilo te n ta tiv e n w e d w l
js t tx tim e n p la c e b u t p ro b a b ly
S ta rb u c k s ro x a s c o r un a c ro s s
y e llo w c a b

March 18,2017

From Tita Nani DG to Mark Taguba:
I Good morning marc all
incoming must use new
y
consignees see u mnday above p
instruction frm milo
1'
!■ip ^
It -s: ■>.

April 3, 2017

•#

^

From Tita Nani DG to Mark Taguba:
Good morning marc wl finalize ;
2nite ur concern re taxes frm
i mm and bb. Lets have a
leasant

April 8,2017

From Tita Nani DG to Mark Taguba:
i. at ifr ■ 9: t*!' .5-"~'f

■'i.

■ Voluntary Upgrade Ig sir kahit
minimum amount....jus to beat/
comply w d curent
system....TITA ADVISE Nl MM

t

April 12,2017

From Tita Nani DG to Mark Taguba:

»•
Gdam tita ok na kay bb at mm
ang resin

F.

Attv. LARRIBFRT T. HILARIO
Risk Management Office, BOC
Discussion:
On 22 May 2017, in the course of the usual review of importations that
were processed and cleared by the E2M system, RMO officer Atty. Larribert
28
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Hilario noticed that customs broker Mr. Teejay Marcellana filed and
processed import entries consigned to two other entities - Integricy Trading
owned by Mark Taguba and RO and SS Tradings.
Atty. Hilario initially brought to the attention of Dep. Comm. Gambala
this highly unusual number of shipments coming from Mr. Marcellana but the
complaint went unheeded. Nonetheless, greater effort should have been made
to pursue this matter further.
-i

i

I

That Atty. Hilario had a vital role in the RMO that could have served as
a barrier in preventing the entry of the illegal cargo is undisputable. In this
critical stage, and knowing that Dep. Com. Gambala was on leave, he made
no further inquiry or follow-up on the shipment in dispute, stopping halfway
and making his half-baked attempt merely pro forma and without any follow
through.
A closer look must also be made into the participation of Atty. Hilario.
As head of the Risk Management Office (RMO), Hilario is one of the few
people alongside Comm. Faeldon and Dep. Com. Gambala with the password
needed to access the E2M system and change the tagging of shipments.
We say this even as we perhaps should give Hilario credit for reporting
to his superior the probable anomalies of EMT Trading and Broker
Marcellana, that the volume of their imports was unusually enormous. While
we say that his efforts may have been half-baked, we are also mindful of the
possibility that he could go no further, as he might have been afraid to be
another Deputy Commissioner Lachica- requiescat in pace.

G.

CHEN JU LONG AKA RICHARD CHEN AKA RICHARD TAN
Laws Violated:
RA 9165
AN ACT INSTITUTING THE COMPREHENSIVE DANGEROUS
DRUGS ACT OF 2002, REPEALING REPUBLIC ACT NO. 6425,
Othei*wise Known as The Dangerous Drugs Act of 1972, As Amended, and
Providing Funds Therefore;
ARTICLE 11 UNLAWFUL ACTS AND PENALTIES
SECTION 4. Importation of Dangerous Drugs and/or Controlled Precursors
and Essential Chemicals. The penalty of life imprisonment to death and a fine ranging from Five
hundred thousand pesos (P500,000.00) to Ten million pesos (PI0,000,000.00)
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shall be imposed upon any person, who, unless authorized by law, shall
import or bring into the Philippines any dangerous drug, regardless of
the quantity and purity involved, including any and all species of opium
poppy or any part thereof or substances derived therefrom even for floral,
decorative and culinary purposes.
Discussion:

I

ki
As a consolidator of goods and cargo, it is the responsibility of Hong
Fei Logistics to ensure that whatever they are carrying or packing in their
container is the item / items declared and reflected in the Bill of Lading. Hong
Fei Logistics as a consolidator cannot claim that they did not know what was
in their cargo.
The Committee finds that the ultimate responsibility for the importation
of these illegal drugs fall squarely on the shoulders of Mr. Chen, as owner of
Hong Fei Logistics. After all, the intent to commit the crime is not
indispensable since the act committed of is mala prohibita. Hong Fei
Logistics, no doubt, facilitated the importation of the said illegal drugs.

i.

The Committee does not dispute the facts as narrated by Mr. Chenabout how he allegedly received a call from the Anti-Drug Authorities in
China telling him that illegal drugs were contained in the cylinders delivered
to Hong Fei in Valenzuela City; and, how he immediately “cooperated” with
the Chinese and Philippine authorities and followed their every instruction.
The Committee, moreover, takes notice of Mr. Chen’s inconsistent
testimonies. He has issued conflicting statements regarding items inside the
wooden crates. In his Affidavit dated 03 August 2017, he refers to the items
as ilinsulator machines." During the hearing of August 9, he refers to them as
"''printing rollers." And in the note he gave to Dir. Estrella, he refers to them
as ‘''rubber rollers."
Further, in a testimony given by Mr. Manny Li on August 29, 2017, it
was revealed that Mr. Chen called Mr. Li and advised him to leave the
country for a while- as the Senate investigation on this matter was about to
commence. A second call was later received by Mr. Li from his friend Mr.
Zhuan Jing Tian telling him that Mr. Chen is asking him to leave the
Philippines prior to the start of this investigation.
Mr. Chen’s manager in Hongfei Xiamen, China, Chen Shu Yuan, also
requested Mr. Li to change the contents of the packing list that was first given
to the latter; an act so unusual that Mr. Li refused to comply.
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The Committee finds these actions by Mr. Chen highly suspicious
which requires further investigation by the DOJ, PDEA, and NBI.

I
H.
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LI CLIANG FENG AKA MANNY LI
Laws Violated:
RA 9165
An Act Instituting the Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002,
Repealing Republic Act No. 6425, Otherwise Known as The Dangerous
Drugs Act of 1972, As Amended, and Prov iding Funds Therefore;
I !
ARTICLE II UNLAWFUL ACTS AND PENALTIES
SECTION 4. Importation of Dangerous Drugs and/or Controlled
Precursors and Essential Chemicals. The penalty of life imprisonment to death and a fine ranging from
Five hundred thousand pesos (P500,000.00) to Ten million pesos
(PI0,000,000.00) shall be imposed upon any person, who, unless
authorized by law, shall import or bring into the Philippines any
dangerous drug, regardless of the quantity and purity involved,
including any and all species of opium poppy or any part thereof or
substances derived therefrom even for floral, decorative and culinary
purposes.
Discussion:
If there is anybody among the personalities involved here the
Committee finds as a “victim of circumstance”, it would be Mr. Manny Li.
Mr. Li’s participation is that only of a mere facilitator. He sought the
help of Kenneth Dong to have the imported containers of his clients released
because the latter had connections within the Bureau of Customs. In their
business set-up, Manny Li earns Php 30,000.00 per container from his client,
while Kenneth Dong earns Php 10,000.00 per container.
Mr. Richard Chen of Hong Fei Logistics is one of the clients of Mr. Li.
Container No. MCLU6001881 which contained the drugs, was one of
the containers whose contents were prepared and arranged by Hong Fei
Xiamen and of which Mr. Li and Mr. Dong facilitated the release. For said
shipment, Hong Fei - Xiamen provided the packing list in the Chinese
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language to Manny Li, who, on 11 May 2017, sent the same to Kenneth Dong
via WeChat for English translation.
One of the items in the packing list was classified as a ''moulding.”
Manny Li later received the translated packing list together with its HS Code
and value from Kenneth Dong. The next day, Manny Li forwarded the Bill of
Lading to Kenneth Dong. It is only when the container is delivered to the real
consignee that Manny Li is paid his commission.
Mr. Li exhibited to the Committee several positive points. When
instructed by Hong Fei Xiamen to change the initial packing list, he refused to
do so. He likewise denied repeated instmctions by Chen to leave the
Philippines when container no. MCLU6001881 was caught, even returning to
the country after his brief trip to Taiwan. He also voluntarily cooperated with
the Committee in connection with its investigation, providing the Committee
with invaluable information.
It is therefore the hope of the Committee that law enforcement
authorities take these action by Mr. Manny Li into consideration as they
continue their investigation and come out with their findings.
I.

DONG YI SHEN XI AKA KENNETH DONG
Laws Violated:
1) RA 9165
AN ACT INSTITUTING THE COMPREHENSIVE DANGEROUS
DRUGS ACT OF 2002, REPEALING REPUBLIC ACT NO. 6425,
Otherwise Known as The Dangerous Drugs Act of 1972, As Amended,
and Providing Funds Therefore;
ARTICLE II UNLAWFUL ACTS AND PENALTIES
SECTION 4. Importation of Dangerous Drugs and/or Controlled
Precursors and Essential Chemicals. The penalty of life imprisonment to death and a fine ranging from Five
hundred thousand pesos (P500,000.00) to Ten million pesos
(PI0,000,000.00) shall be imposed upon any person, who, unless
authorized by law, shall import or bring into the Philippines any
dangerous drug, regardless of the quantity and purity involved,
including any and all species of opium poppy or any part thereof or
substances derived therefrom even for floral, decorative and culinary
purposes.

I
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Republic Act No. 8424 or the National Internal Revenue Code
(NIRC):
Sec. 255. Failure to File Return, Supply Correct and Accurate
Information, Pay T a x Withhold and Remit T(lx and Refund Excess
Taxes Withheld on Compensation. - Any person required under this
Code or by rules and regulations promulgated thereunder to pay any tax
make a return, keep any record, or supply correct the accurate
information, who willfully fails to pay such tax, make such return, keep
such record, or supply correct and accurate information, or withhold or
remit taxes withheld, or refund excess taxes withheld on compensation,
at the time or times required by law or rules and regulations shall, in
addition to other penalties provided by law, upon conviction thereof, be
punished by a fine of not less than Ten thousand pesos (P10,000) and
suffer imprisonment of not less than one (1) year but not more than
ten (10) years.

Discussion:
The manner of Mr. Kenneth Dong’s participation in the importation of
container no. MCLU6001881, which contained the illegal drugs, are as
follows:
I

i

Mr. Dong met Mr. Taguba, fthe owner of Integricy Trading, Inc.
sometime in September 2016 after Mr. Li sought his help in finding a new
broker for his Chinese clients.
Mr. Dong entered into an agreement with Mr. Taguba who acted as the
financier for the shipment of containers from China to the Philippines. Mr.
Taguba offered to be the consignee of said shipments for Php 190,000.00 “all
-in” (Affidavit of Kenneth Dong dated 18 July 2017, p. 1).
On 11 May 2017, Mr. Dong received from Mr. Li the HongFei packing
list for container number MCLU6001881. This was the container which
contained the illegal drugs. As per their usual routine, Mr. Dong then
translates the list to English via WeChat automatic English translation and
sends it back to Mr. Li.

•i

I

In this case however, an item in the packing list was described as
''abrasive." Mr. Dong then calls up Mr. Li to clarify the same. Mr. Li then
tells him that it was, more or less, like "moulding." Thus, he corrected the
translation, placed "moulding" and sent the packing list to Mr. Taguba.
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Subsequently, the packing list was translated and finalized, and then
sent to Mr. Taguba for the HS codes. Thereafter, the list was sent back to
Hong Fei for the final Bill of Lading. Then the events transpired as narrated
when at around 5:12 AM of 17 May 2017, M/V Guang Ping arrived at the
Manila International Container Port (MICP) with its cargo container
numbered MCLU6001881.
Mr. Dong earns an amount of Php 5,000.00 to Php 10,000.00 per
container as a '''referral fee" and which generated an income of Php 15,000.00
to Php 25,000.00 a week, more or less (Affidavit of Kenneth Dong dated 18
July 2017, p. 1) He, however, admits that he does not pay any tax on the
income that he earns from this venture.
I

The Committee notes that in a news report by the Cebu Daily News, he
was identified as a person of interest by the Philippine Drug Enforcement
Agency in Central Visayas (PDEA-7) involved in illegal drugs trade since
2016. PDEA had been receiving reports and information that illegal drug
transactions were allegedly being conducted in his business establishment
which is a high-end club (LIV Super Club) in Mandaue City, Cebu (Cebu
Daily News, Kenneth Dong: Person of Interest by Dumaboc et. al. dated 10
August 2017).
The Committee finds some of Mr. Dong’s actions and high-flying
lifestyle suspicious. For one, he is fond of having his photo taken with known
political figures and people of influence. He claims (31 August 2017 hearing)
that he idolizes them (senators) and that he wanted to be a public servant
himself. He contributes millions of pesos to candidates during campaigns. He
owns and manages a high-end club in Cebu City.
All of these makes the Committee wonder whether this is all a
conscious effort by Mr. Dong to expand his “contacts” or make it appear that
he was well conneeted with people in high plaees: picture-taking with
celebrities and politieians; a high end nightclub to wine and dine clients. All
are ingredients needed to help convince potential clients of his sphere of
influence.
Mr. Dong has admitted to the Committee that he had once accumulated
millions in gambling debts. He is also now facing a rape case which will
undoubtedly cost him expensive legal fees (TSN, 31 August 2017, pp.l35138). Could these be reasons to jump from legal to illegal money-making
activities? Moreover, it is also suspicious that with his lavish lifestyle to
finance, he is willing to be paid only a meager amount of Php 5,000-10,000
pesos per container-in a business which can be more troublesome, although
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■very profitable when one goes into smuggling, and even more profitable if
into smuggling of drugs.
Therefore, further investigation needs to be conducted by the law
enforcement authorities regarding his participation.
|
J.

MARK RUBEN TAGUBA II
Intcgricy Trading
The iiquintessential corruptorn
Laws Violated:
1) ITA 9165
AN ACT INSTITUTING THE COMPREHENSIVE DANGEROUS
DRUGS ACT OF 2002, REPEALING REPUBLIC ACT NO. 6425,
Otheiwise Known as The Dangerous Drugs Act of 1972, As Amended,
and Providing Funds Therefore;
ARTICLE II UNLAWFUL ACTS AND PENALTIES
SECTION 4. Importation of Dangerous Drugs and/or Controlled
Precursors and Essential Chemicals. The penalty of life imprisonment to death and a fine ranging from Five
hundred thousand pesos (P500,000.00) to Ten million pesos
(PI0,000,000.00) shall be imposed upon any person, who, unless
authorized by law, shall import or bring into the Philippines any
dangerous drug, regardless of the quantity and purity involved,
including any and all species of opium poppy or any part thereof or
substances derived therefrom even for floral, decorative and culinary
purposes.
2)

Republic Act No. 10863, AN ACT MODERNIZING THE
CUSTOMS AND TARIFF ADMINISTRATION, also known as the
Customs Modernization and Tariff Act (CMTA).
Section 1401, Unlawful Importation or Exportation. Any person who shall fraudulently import or export or bring into
or outside of the Philippines any goods, or assist in so doing, contrary to
law, or shall receive, conceal, buy, sell, or in any manner facilitate the
transportation. Concealment, or sale of such goods after importation, or
shall commit technical smuggling as defined in this Act shall be
penalized by:

Iff
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3)

The Revised Penal Code
Article 212 Corruption of Public Officials;

j

Section Two -Bribery
Art. 210. Direct bribery. - Any public officer who shall agree to perform
an act constituting a crime, in connection with the performance of his
official duties, in consideration of any offer, promise, gift or present
received by such officer, personally or through the mediation of another,
shall suffer the penalty of prision mayor in its medium and minimum
periods and a fine of not less than three times the value of the gift in
addition to the penalty corresponding to the crime agreed upon, if the
same shall have been committed.

'I;-';'

If the gift was accepted by the officer in consideration of the
execution of an act which does not constitute a crime, and the officer
executed said act, he shall suffer the same penalty provided in the
preceding paragraph; and if said act shall not have been accomplished,
the officer shall suffer the penalties of prision correccional, in its
medium period and a fine of not less than twice the value of such gift.
If the object for which the gift was received or promised was to
make the public officer refrain from doing something which it was his
official duty to do, he shall suffer the penalties of prision correccional in
its maximum period to prision mayor in its minimum period and a fine of
not less than three times the value of such gift.
In addition to the penalties provided in the preceding paragraphs,
the culprit shall suffer the penalty of special temporary disqualification.
The provisions contained in the preceding paragraphs shall be made
applicable to assessors, arbitrators, appraisal and claim commissioners,
experts or any other persons performing public duties. (As amended by
Batas Pambansa Big. 871, approved May 29, 1985.)
XXX
,t 'i ■
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Art. 212. Corruption of Public officials. — The same penalties
imposed upon the officer corrupted, except those of disqualification
and suspension, shall be imposed upon any person, who shall have
made the offers or promises or given the gifts or presents as
described in the preceding articles.
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Prcsidt'iitial Decree 1829
PENALIZING OBSTRUCTION OF APPREHENSION
PROSECUTION OF CIHMINAL OFFENDERS

AND

,3
Section 1. The penalty of prision correccional in its maximum period, or
a fine ranging from 1,000 to 6,000 pesos, or both, shall be imposed upon
any person who knowingly or willfully obstructs, impedes, frustrates
or delays the apprehension of suspects and the investigation and
prosecution of criminal cases by committing any of the following
acts:
(a) preventing w itnesses from testifying in any criminal proceeding
or from reporting the commission of any offense or the identity
of any offender/s by means of bribery, misrepresentation, deceit,
intimidation, force or threats;
Discussion:

ri

I
r

Like a bride in a wedding or a casket in a funeral, Taguba is the central
figure in this entire disgustingly corrupt chain. He is, as found in the hearings:
a “quintessential corruptor”; the fulcrum without which the entry lever of the
illegal drugs would not have risen; the apex connecting all the sides of the
dramatis personae involved; and, is one of the many vortices from tide of
corruption in the Bureau of Customs ebbs and flows in a seemingly infinite
cycle.
First, Mr. Taguba inveigled Ms. Eirene Tatad into creating EMT
Trading, coaxing her into allowing her name to be used as a dummy
consignee in his importations, and promising a puny amount of Php 1,500.00
per successfully imported container. Financing and brokering the shipment of
hundreds of containers of EMT Trading to enter the country - at least one of
which contained the illegal drugs - must there really be a need to pay for a
dummy if the containers would not contain illicit materials? The answer
seems to be a resounding no. Neither rhyme nor reason exists in procuring a
dummy - a mere puppet without a gram of experience - in these highly
technical and complex matters of importation. As Ms. Tatad herself admitted,
she knows nothing about the business in and of Customs, and that she, much
like the goddess Persephone, was merely tricked by Mr. Taguba into
partaking of pomegranate seeds of the underworld at the Bureau of Customs,
thus sealing her fate.
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Second, Mr. Dong, Mr. Chen, and Mr. Ruben Taguba (father of Mr.
Mark Taguba), met in Starbucks in Roxas Blvd. on May 31, 2017, mutually
agreeing that ''Wala lahat tayong alam, ” and that Mr. Dong should seek the
help of Chinese authorities. Mr. Mark Taguba, and his father, Mr. Ruben
Taguba, accompanied by their lawyer Atty. Eleazar Calasan, again met with
Ms. Tatad on June 1, 2017 in Dampa, Macapagal Blvd. There, Mr. Mark
Taguba tried to stop Ms. Tatad from appearing before the NBI to give her
statement. During a meeting on 9 July 2017 in Pan Pacific Hotel, Manila, Mr.
Mark Taguba, accompanied by another lawyer, Atty. Leo Superio, as well as
Mr. Teejay Marcellana, again tried to convince Ms. Tatad not to appear before
the NBI.
Mr. Taguba has likewise admitted to paying ^<‘TARA,, to many Customs
personnel, copy of which is hereto attached as Annex “A”. Totalling some ;
Php 27,000 of bribe paid to Customs personnel per container.
I

;r.

If a current connection seems to no longer work and Mr. Taguba finds
his shipping containers subject to alert orders, he would abandon his old
connection and actively seek out other people who can fulfill his need.
Continuously bribing and corrupting Customs personnel in the process.
Mr. Taguba would willingly go out of his way to get his “connection.”
He would go on a nationwide trip. He would even “trust” and pay off
ANYBODY (even if he did not know their names) that will grant him a
trouble-free life with his Customs transactions. Mr. Jojo Sabban, “Tita
Nanie,” “Small” these are only some of the names Mr. Taguba has revealed to
the Committee.

I
I

The Committee finds Mr. Taguba less than forthright. He seems to r
deliberately dillydally before answering questions. He would look at his
phone when unsure of what to answer. He would hesitate, be evasive and
eventually just answers merely to please the Chair and other Senators. He
would stutter and dither (deliberately?) and remain inconsistent with his
answers. It is patently easy to fathom when he is finally telling the truth, or
merely kowtowing when giving his answers, or lying. He has repeatedly
answered “yes” only to take it back and qualify, saying that it is not of his
personal knowledge and merely his opinion.

i !

Thus, during the hearing of August 31, 2017, and faced with the actual
presence of Mr. Small Abellera, Mr. Taguba manifested his unreliability
when he appeared panicked and would break in cold sweat when asked if he
remembers what happened on the day he met and allegedly paid “enrollment
fee” to Mr. Abellera. He kept on excusing himself by saying that he does not

li
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remember the exact details of the meeting. Details like how he handed the
Php 5 million enrollment fee to Mr. Abellera; He could not remember the
details of the vehicle where he allegedly gave the Php 5 million to Mr.
Abellera; He could not remember where and when he gave the Php 1 million
to a certain Jack.
He could not remember? Or does he just choose to be selective in his
testimony before the Committee?

In •
*

In effect, by his inconsistent statements and incredible narration, the
Committee believes that Mr. Taguba is either flagrantly lying in order to
intentionally mislead the Committee; or, his confused state of mind is brought
about by pressure from his father, or from his business going downhill, or
from the drug charges pressuring him, or from possible threats against his life.

r

Mr. Taguba has likewise confirmed his connection to Jojo Bacud. He
has also confirmed contact with “Big Brother” allegedly Colonel Allen
Capuyan, and implicated him as the one under which shipment
MCLU6001881 was processed.
In effect, Mr. Taguba has shown great propensity of interest in anything
financially beneficial to him. As long as it will help him in facilitating his
business transactions in Customs, and thus earn him great money, he is
willing to talk to anyone and pay anyone, even those with whom he is barely
acquainted with. The greed had become insatiable.
While Mr. Taguba has indeed testified, given information and
seemingly cooperated with the Committee in its investigation, the Committee
strongly feels that he has not revealed the full extent of his knowledge in this
matter. He only revealed names of people he did not have a direct connection
to and chose to feign ignorance on names crucial to identifying the real
corrupt officials in the Bureau of Customs.
The Committee offers no Legislative Immunity to Mr. Mark Taguba as
it is not within its power to offer one. We leave him to the tender mercies of
the Courts.
K.

EIRENE MAE AGUSTINO TATAD
EMT trading
The il'disposable consignee"1^
^
Laws Violated:
1) RA 9165
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An Act Instituting the Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002,
Repealing Republic Act No. 6425, Otherwise Known as The
Dangerous Drugs Act of 1972, As Amended, and Providing Funds
Therefore;
ARTICLE II UNLAWFUL ACTS AND PENALTIES
SECTION 4. Importation of Dangerous Drugs and/or Controlled
Precursors and Essential Chemicals. -

t|

The penalty of life imprisonment to death and a fine ranging from Five
hundred thousand pesos (P500,000.00) to Ten million pesos
(PI0,000,000.00) shall be imposed upon any person, who, unless
authorized by law, shall import or bring into the Philippines any
dangerous drug, regardless of the quantity and purity involved,
including any and all species of opium poppy or any part thereof or
substances derived therefrom even for floral, decorative and culinary
purposes.
Discussion:
L -:
1, 11
Ms. Eirene Mae Agustino Tatad is the registered owner of EMT ? M I
Trading. Her company was the consignee on record for container no.
MCLU6001881 which contained the illegal drugs.
During the hearing, pieces of testimony revealed that EMT Trading was
utilized as one of those “consignees for hire” or “disposable consignees” by
Mr. Taguba.
Consignees for Hire or Disposable Consignees are often used to throw
off the BOC RMO when they conduct a continuing study or profile of
importers, exporters and customs brokers.
For the amount of Php 1,500 per container as “royalty fee,” Ms. Tatad
allowed Mr. Taguba to use EMT Trading to import, as records will show,
hundreds of containers-all practically passing through the Green Lane and
free from inspection.
The drugs were found inside container no. MCLU6001881, with EMT
Trading as consignee. Section 404 of R.A. 10863 (CMTA),17 deems the
consignee to be the owner of the goods that are brought inside the country.
This means that, in the eyes of the law, she literally “owned” the container
and its contents - the 604 kilos of shabu.
One wonders how many disposable consignees are out there,
perpetuating this cheating of our people.
17 Republic Act No. 10863, approved on 30 May 2016
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SMALL ABLLLERA Jr.
If V i
Davao City Councilor and alleged member of the Davao Group at the BOC

i •: I

Laws Violated:
1.) Art. 210. Revised Penal Code on Direct bribery.
Any public officer who shall agree to perform an act constituting a
crime, in connection with the performance of this official duties, in
consideration of any offer, promise, gift or present received by such
officer, personally or through the mediation of another, shall suffer the
penalty of prision mayor in its medium and maximum periods and a
fine [of not less than the value of the gift and] not less than three times
the value of the gift in addition to the penalty corresponding to the
crime agreed upon, if the same shall have been committed.
He allegedly accepted a P5 Million bribe, from Mark Taguba, |
representing the latter’s “enrollment fee” with the Davao Group.

| I
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If, however, bribery is not availing in this situation- as Abellera might
say that such act was not in the performance of duty because he is not a
Customs officer; Mr. Taguba who delivered the enrolment fee to him may just
decide to sue him for estafa. This transaction creates the impression that Mr.
Abellera conducted a sting operation against Taguba, in order to fleece money
from this greedy person.
In the guise of possessing enough connections, purporting himself to be
a “Davao Group” operative, name-dropping left and right, and with a promise
to make life easier for Mr. Taguba, in relation to his
importation/fixing/financing activities, an image is thus created- of a sting
operator, fooling people into parting with their money for his own
enrichment. There is no logic for Abellera to meet with a stranger (Taguba) to
discuss financial matters, or to plot out schemes in order to further illegal
acts-smuggling- if not to conduct a sting. If there is a supposed Davao Group,
there might also be a Davao Sting, personified by Mr. Abellera.
M. TELJAY A. MARCELLANA
Licensed Customs Broker
Laws Violated:
1) RA 9165
An Act Instituting the Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002,
Repealing Republic Act No. 6425, Otherwise Known as The
41
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Dangerous Drugs Act of 1972, As Amended, and Providing Funds
Therefore;
ARTICLE II UNLAWFUL ACTS AND PENALTIES
SECTION 4. Importation of Dangerous Drugs and/or Controlled
Precursors and Essential Chemicals. The penalty of life imprisonment to death and a fine ranging from Five
hundred thousand pesos (P500,000.00) to Ten million pesos
(PI0,000,000.00) shall be imposed upon any person, who, unless
authorized by law, shall import or bring into the Philippines any
dangerous drug, regardless of the quantity and purity involved,
including any and all species of opium poppy or any part thereof or
substances derived therefrom even for floral, decorative and culinary
purposes.
2)

I I

Customs Modernization and Tariff Act (CMTA), Sec. 1400.
Misdeclaration, Misclassification, Undervaluation, in Goods Declaration.

Discussion:
Mr. Teejay Marcellana is a licensed Customs Broker duly accredited to
transact business with the Bureau of Customs. As the customs broker for this
particular shipment he did the following:
1. Received the bill of lading, commercial invoice, packing list
and Form “E” (Asean-China Free Trade Agreement or ACFTA) of the
shipment.
2.
Computed the amount of duties and taxes, and other necessary
expenses such as shipping lines local charges, arrastre and wharfage dues
for the shipment based on the documents submitted by Mark Taguba.
3.
Brokered the shipment bearing container no. MCLU6001881,
under entry no. C l29547, which was delivered to HongFei Logistics in
Valenzuela City. Used the HS Code provided by Mark Taguba, in turn
provided to the latter by IAS, in the documents he submitted to the
Bureau of Customs.18

f

His participation in this importation was indispensable, for
without his role, the container would not have been able to leave the
pier.

18 TSN, 09 August 2017 hearing, p. 167; TSN, 22 August 2017 hearing, p. 17
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He violated the Customs Modernization and Tariff Act j
(CMTA),
Sec.
1400.
Misdeclaration,
Misclassification, '
Undervaluation, in Goods Declaration.
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According to the PDEA, Mr. Marcellana and Mr. Taguba’s
team was also the one responsible for the entry of the drug shipment .
of 890 kilos of shabu seized on December 23, 2016: bringing the total I
amount they shipped, including this shipment, to a staggering 1.4 tons 1
of shabu, or equal to P 14B of shabu. Thus:
1
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MR. VILLANUEVA. Heads up lang, Your Honor, lyong
documents analysis namin doon sa lahat noong mga papers na
nakuha, iyong third shipment, Your Honor, na pumunta sa
Maceda, Sampaloc, iyong tatlong cylinders ay lumalabas, sir.
Your Honor, ang broker si Teejay pa rin. Si Teejay—
THE CHAIRMAN. Sino?
MR. VILLANUEVA. Iyong three crates, sir, sa Maceda
na nakuha sa Maceda, Sampaloc—
THE CHAIRMAN. Iyong nakalusot, iyong eight billion?
MR. VILLANUEVA. Iyong January shipment, si Teejay
pa rin, Your Honor, ang broker at si Mark Taguba ang
consignee.
(TSN, 31 August 2017, 145-144)
XXX

I

MR. DE GUZMAN. Actually, Your Honor, the NBI made
a major apprehension last December that was apprehended in
San Juan, Metro Manila that totals something like, about 800
something kilos.
XXX

MR. DE GUZMAN. Last December 2016, Your Honor.
That is bigger than this one. So our Narcotics agents from the
43
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NBI was able to apprehend, including Chinese personalities
and some local personalities involved in that—
:

H

XXX

u

THE CHAIRMAN. So would you say that there
continuous effort to try and flood the Philippines with drugs?
MR. DE GUZMAN. Yes, Your Honor.

I

IS

XXX

MR. GALICIA. Your Honor, we’re still looking into the
entry of the drugs that we were able to seize in San Juan.
Although we have some leads. Your Honor, because of the
documents that were thrown away and destroyed by the drug
trafficker, we’re having a hard time establishing where the
drugs came from. Your Honor.
It

f

THE CHAIRMAN. But Chinese were involved?
f t
MR. GALICIA. Yes, Your Honor. But according to our <
tactical interrogation, he said that it came from the Bureau of
Customs. It entered our Customs.
|
THE CHAIRMAN. It came from our Customs.
MR. GALICIA. Yes, Your Honor.
(TSN15 August 2017, pp. 113-114)
4.
In fine, without his active and willing participation in the entry
of the EMT Trading imports, one of which contained the 604 kilos of
shabu, this event in question would not have happened.

I
IV. CONCLUSION
1.

The Green lane tagging of the Bureau of Customs was deliberately used and
abused repeatedly by a first-time consignee, Ms. Eirene Mae Tatad, who was
induced and used as a disposable consignee by a mere payment of 1,500 pesos
per container by Mr. Mark Taguba, a “player” in the Bureau of Customs. She
was accredited as an importer despite the fact that she is a single-proprietor,
and the shipments are coming from China- two red flags under normal
Customs procedures that should have prevented the assignment of the
containers in the green lane.
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Mr. Mark Taguba, whose father was a former Customs Police Officer, had to
use different organizations and connections in his ambition to amass more
money, and be the number one “player” in Customs. This led to the series of
transactions which ultimately paved the way for the entry of this shipment of
illegal drugs into the country;
a.

In the process, he was approached by, and engaged with, various
persons, including but not limited to:
Kenneth Dong
• Who was contacted by Manny Li to facilitate the
shipments of his clients;
i
.i
(•

.1

h

Teejay Marcellana
i
• Who was given the HS Code by IAS which was run by
Milo Maestrecampo?
3.

i
I

TA1L\ System: The Committee was able to extract from M ark Taguba a
list of persons receiving payment under the “TARA” system that has
been going on for a long time (See Annex “A”). Because of this “TARA,”
the Filipino people are the ones losing the most:
a.

Over the past decades, Tara/fees/grease money have been given to key
Customs personnel by Customs brokers and players, as a matter of
course. In 2017, the estimated Tara is Php 98.5 B.

b.

The proposed Comprehensive Tax Reform Program being introduced by
the DOF seeks to increase government revenue by expanding the VAT
base; and increasing excise taxes on petroleum, automobiles and sugar
sweetened beverages, totaling to Php 228.7 B. When the costs in the
reduction of Personal Income Tax and Estate and Donor’s Tax are
factored in, it will result to a total net gain to the government in the
amount of Php 134 B. Had there been no Tara System and the Php 98.5
B cost attached to it duly collected by the government as part of taxes,
the need to collect additional taxes in the form of the DOF proposed
increases would have been reduced to Php 35.5 B, which could in turn be
offset by honest to goodness assessment of cargo, completely
obliterating the benchmarking at the BOC.

I

I

Comprehensive Tax Reform Program Revenue Projection
(in billion PhP)

Taxes

2018
Loss for Gov't
Gain for Gov't
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141.4 B
Personal Income Tax
Estate and Donor's Tax
3.1 B
Expansion of VAT Base
ii
(removal of exemptions)
Excise Tax on Petroleum
Excise Tax on Automobiles
Sugar Sweetened Beverage
Tax Administration Efforts
Tax Amnesty
Motor Vehicle User's Charge
TOTAL
144.5B
TOTAL NET REVENUE TO GOVERNMENT
c.

\

81 B
73.7 B
14.1 B
47 B
43.8 B
6B
12.9 B
278.5B
134B

iiii

Benchmarks: The benchmarking practice, as a rule, is grossly
discouraged. What needs to happen is a real, honest-to-goodness effort
towards collecting the right taxes and duties. Although it can be said that
before this Committee hearings were conducted, the benchmark at the
Customs was at a measly P40, 000 per container; it is reported
anecdotally now that the benchmark is P I20-140 thousand per container.
If only for that, we can say that the Committee’s efforts have not been in
vain - collections have increased, on an average container, three-fold.
But this cannot be the norm; Customs authorities must impose upon
themselves greater and more vigorous efforts at exceeding their
collection targets. Instead, currently, it is the “players” who impose their
own target benchmarks at the expense of the Filipino people; There is
still no implementation of the Attrition Law (R.A. 9335), and;
TARA
27,000

Amount
10,000
containers
daily
X

or 4 M
containers
annually
X 365 days

d.

1

270M

Benchmark
40,000
120,000 170,000
400M

]
98.5 B

146 B

1.2 B

1.7 B

i f .
438 B

620.5 B

BOC Collection
Target Actual
Target
2016
2016
2017

456 B

398 B

Customs officials fail to maximize and surpass target collections.
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6.

5

a.

He imposed a military structure which was good, but the concomitant
diligence and competence was sorely lacking. We, therefore, hold him | | | i ^
responsible as specified above.
*f '

b.

He recommended the hiring of Gambala as Dep. Comm, for
Management Information System and Technology (MISTG). He, too,
was grossly negligent and therefore his appointment and competence is
Faeldon’s direct responsibility.

When Mark Taguba first revealed his “TARA” list (See Annex “A”), the
Chair expressed shock because the persons he was mentioning were
“players’Vgroups that were no longer active in Customs. When Faeldon took
over, these “players’Vgroups were either removed or stripped of power.
Taguba’s thirst, however, was insatiable when he learned he could make
money so easily. Thus, he engaged this “Tita Nanie” (whose complete name
he could not remember or know) who claimed that this was an operation of
the Davao Group. He claimed that he went to see a certain Jack (whose family | | | I
name he either did not remember or did not know) and Small Abellera:
M
a.

He allegedly paid a Php 5 million ‘‘enrollment fee". Interestingly, it
betrays logic for someone to give Php 5 million to people whose full
names he didn’t even know.

b.

Obviously, Taguba’s statements are inconsistent. There is strong
indication that he is lying. There is no reason why any person would give
such a huge amount of money to someone one does not trust or know
well.

^

Our country loses billions of pesos in revenue due to the TARA System,
which could have funded our military, or our social security, or our education
system for the youth, or our housing programs for the poor- or even all of
them, and more.

V.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

It is strongly recommended and urged in the strongest terms that the BOC be
totally overhauled. The Committee recommends to study the feasibility of
conducting Pre-Shipment Inspection Reports from the port of origin which
shall be furnished to the port of destination prior to its embarcation, including
the BOC’s daily monitoring of total containers and collections per day in
relation to its annual target. Thus, monitoring should start from the port of

i

jJ •. ^f it-

There is also gross negligence on the part of Faeldon:

U-: ? i

5.

‘X
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origin to the port of destination. The Committee also recommends that
Administrative Order No. 243-A, series of 2009, be amended by the
President, such that all imported goods, whether containerized or not, and
irrespective of value and personal effects, whether re-exported from the
Philippines from any neighboring country, shall be liable to mandatory pre
shipment inspection. No goods shall be imported into the country unless
accompanied by a Clean Report of Findings and an Import Duty Report
issued in respect of such goods by a duly-accredited inspecting officer or
company;
2.

The Committee suggests legislation that a Customs and Tax Academy be
established in order to train professional Customs personnel into a culture of
integrity, honesty, and purpose, in order to have continuity.
A CUSTOMS AND TAX ACADEMY- must be created and developed. If
there are suspensions or dismissals of personnel, we can immediately find a
replacement when there exists a pool, especially those who passed the
Customs Brokers Examination, of Customs and Tax Academy-trained persons
waiting in the wings. We must begin to publicly discuss the possibility of
adopting a sui generis- type of employment for the BOC and the Bureau of
Internal Revenue (BIR). Perhaps we can look at models that other jurisdictions
utilize, e.g. '‘employment at will.” Those who are employed continue to enjoy
their tenure only when they continue to perfomi well, i.e. meeting revenue
targets; conversely, those who underperform or who are implicated in
corruption can be removed immediately without a protracted proeess. To
compensate for this “insecurity” of tenure, those employed may be granted
higher salaries than those in other offices of government. This might also be as
good a time as any to consider plunder charges to be appropriate for Customs
malefactors;

f

As part of professionalizing the BOC, we recommend that the majority of t
Deputy Commissioners be career officers of the bureaucracy;
1

3.

The Committee also recommends the formation of a Public-Private
Partnership to help monitor, on a monthly basis, the compliance of the BOC
of its target and on the implementation of the Attrition Law;

4.

The Attrition Law must be implemented fully and faithfully. Since 2008, the
law has not been implemented. It shows how government performance has
been lackadaisical. If the law had been properly implemented, the employees
at the BOC could have enjoyed for themselves a windfall in the billions of
pesos after reaching their target of about P620 Billion. In its investigations,
the Committee has unraveled the intricacies and extent of the “TARA”
system. And the reason why BOC collection cannot meet its collection target
is because of benchmarking that is currently being set by the “players” in
their favor. The whole purpose of the Attrition Law is to ensure collection of
proper taxes: rewarding employees for exemplary behavior (meeting targets)
48
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or punishing them for failure to reach previously- stated goals. If the Attrition
Law is not implemented, there will be little or no improvement in collections.
If they encounter obstacles, the relief is to ask Congress to amend i t .
5.

The Committee recommends filing criminal charges against all the officers of
the Command Center and other personalities as specified in the report. The
“TARA” system, as discovered by this Committee, must be utterly dismantled
and never allowed to come into existence again;

6.

There must be periodic review of the performance of licensed brokers, as well
as summary processes for license suspension or revocation. Any licensed ,
broker involved in smuggling must be immediately suspended, for cause, and
reported to the Secretary of Finance for further proceedings. This, without ■
prejudice to the filing of criminal cases, when warranted.

7. The issuance of alert orders must be decentralized. The power may be given
% to specific officials but there must be an immediate report if there is an
increase of collection or not due to the execution of alert orders; regular
reports of alert orders issued, and its status, must be submitted to the
Secretary of Finance and a proposed Congressional Oversight Committee;

h:

8.

We must have a continuous relationship with China on the problem of the
proliferation of drugs. There should be monthly regular meetings between the
parties and its proceedings should be reported to the public, except for
national security purposes. We must extend our hand in friendship to others in
order to stop the problem of drugs. If indeed drugs are coming from China,
we recommend that the government seek greater cooperation from them. In
fact, the Chair has written a letter to implement the Mutual Legal Assistance
on Criminal Matters Treaty. One meeting has already been conducted by the
DOJ in this matter. A formal meeting with the Chinese Ambassador has also
been conducted and communication with the TECO Representative has also
been initiated;

9.

It is also recommended to our law enforcement agencies, as well as the BIR,
through the Secretary of Finance, and ultimately through the President of the
Philippines, that the following be further investigated, that their cases be more
extensively pursued, and that they be haled to court, if warranted, for their i f I
participation in the smuggling of the 604 kilos of “shabu” into the countryespecially looking into lifestyle checks of the persons mentioned herein;
a. Chen Ju Long aka Richard ChenATan
b. Eirene Mae A. Tatad
c. Teejay A. Marcellana
d. Mark Ruben Taguba II
j ?;
>j j
e. Dong Yi Shen Xi aka Kenneth Dong t ^ '
f. Li Guang Feng aka Manny Li
g. Chen I Min
h. Jhu Ming Jyun

iilli
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i. Lu Chun Wei
j. Nilo “Small” Abellera;
k. Allen Capuyan
l. Jojo Bacud
m. Atty. Christopher Bolastig
n. Mike Sabban
o. Other John Does and Jane Does

|t

I.

iI

iI

11. Conduct regulatory compliance checks and test on the following juridical
t
entities:
. i | I s j
a. HongFei Logistics Philippines
b. Golden Strike Logistics, Inc.
,I
c. EMT Trading
1
d. Integricy Trading
e. RO and SS Tradings
12. Personalities who, due to their close relationships to persons possessing high
authority, are held to higher standards of accountability to the people
precisely because of such close relationships. There are many examples that
we are aware where rumors of abuse of close relationships abound, regardless
f
of the administration in power. Perhaps this is an opportunity, in aid of
legislation, to shed light into this area. In this administration, a similar pattern |
has emerged, with certain members of the First Family being linked to this
sordid affair. Therefore, the Committee decided to:
a. invite the personalities being mentioned, namely, Davao City Vice-Mayor
Paolo Duterte, and Atty. Manases Carpio, and;
b. request the NBI to include both personalities in the lifestyle checks being
conducted.
13. The Committee recommends that strict implementation of Sec. 21 of R.A. No.
9165 particularly with regard to drug destruction must be performed quickly
and speedily, in compliance with the 24 hours - 72 hours - 24 hours rule. If
the Department of Justice (DOJ), the PDEA, and the courts are encountering
f hardships in complying with the law, the relief is not not to follow, but to ask
Congress to make the necessary amendments. We are in a drug war. We must
expel the drugs, prosecute the people responsible, and all those who have
been complicit in allowing the unabated entry of drugs in the country.
14. The following persons must be accurately identified, further investigated, and
prosecuted, when warranted, by the law enforcement authorities, namely,
“Tita Nanie”, Jojo Bacud, “Jack”, and “Noel”.
%
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The Committee recommends that the BOC Commissioner shall issue
Administrative Order/s which would include among others: (a) Prohibiting
anybody to be within the BOC and other customs-relied premises without a
properly authorized identification card worn; (b) there must be a “One-Stop’
shop area where all concerns on transactions with the BOC may be addressed
swiftly and officially. Thereby, preventing those seeking appointments with
Customs officials roaming around its premises; and (c) there must not be any
direct contact between non-concemed BOC officials and importers. Any
contact made outside Customs, or outside office hours must be immediately
reported in writing. If they fail to do so, the official/s shall be immediately
suspended pending investigation. The connivance between BOC officials and ;
importers/brokers/fixers/fmanciers/facilitators to deprive the government of |
its just revenues must be minimized, if not ended.

' f^

VI.

EPILOGUE

All seem so dire, that even the President of the Republic has expressed
shock that drugs in the Philippines enter, and their abuses are now supplied
through our Bureau of Customs. Aside from the 605 kilogram of shabu that is the
subject of this investigation, the NBl through NBI-Task^ Force Against Illegal
Drugs head Jonathan Galicia stated that another drug bust 23 December 2016 was
conducted which resulted in the seizure of 890 kilogram of shabu and the arrest of
three (3) Chinese nationals. According to the NBI, the shipment also passed
through the BOC19 (gmanewsonline, 15 August 2017, '‘'‘Shabu seized in 2016 also
entered Customs, says NBI exec, Katrina Alvarez'’').

IL .

We cannot afford to be complacent today. Now is not the time to be passive
and indifferent. We must condemn, as we must always condemn, in the strongest
terms, the persons and their cohorts responsible for the scourge of drugs-especially,
as in this case, and other cases we discover from time to time, exported from China
and imported into the Philippines.

h i

I

SOME FINAL THOl CUTS

I

^Though the mills of God grind slowly, yet they grind exceeding small;
Though with patience He stands waiting, with exactness grinds He all. ”
Justice, it is said, grinds slowly but surely. Movement towards it may be
glacial, but it is inexorable. The person who had said it was definitely not
thinking about justice here in the Philippines. Sad. Very sad.

1*
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' TSN, 15 August 2017, p. 114-116
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October 11, 2017
SEN. RICHARD GORDON
Chair

Committee on Accountability of
Public Officers & Investigations
(Blue Ribbon)
Dear Sen. Gordon:
This is to officially forward my comments/observations on the Draft Committee Report
of the Blue Ribbon Committee regarding the Resolution Directing the Senate
Committee on Accountability of Public Officers and Investigations (Blue Ribbon) to
conduct an inquiry, in aid of legislation, into the P6.4 Billion Worth of Shabu Shipment
from China, on the possible malfeasance, misfeasance, and nonfeasance of Bureau
of Customs (BOC) Officials and Employees.
May I respectfully request the inclusion of my findings in the final Committee Report.
Thank you very much.
Yours Truly,

Senate o f the Philippines, Room 518, GSIS Financial Center, CPP Complex, Roxas Boulevard Pasay City, Philippines
Tel. No.: (632) 552-6601 loc. 8570

Comments/Observations

on the Proposed Committee Report of the Blue Ribbon Committee on
the P604 Billion worth of Shabu Illegally Imported into the Philippines

A.

Reference

Last Friday, 06 October 2017, Sen. Gordon routed the proposed
Committee Report of the Senate Blue Ribbon Committee on the alleged
P604 Billion worth of Shabu that was illegally imported into the country by
some unscrupulous “players” in the Bureau of Customs (BOC) with alleged
connivance of some high ranking officials of the BOC.
Said Committee Report proposed the filing of various charges against
the principal players depending on their alleged participation in the botched
illegal importation. The charges include alleged violation of the Customs
Modernization and Tariff Act (RA 10863), the Anti Graft and Corrupt Practices
Act (RA 3019) and the Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002 fRA
9165)
Noteworthy in this regard is that insofar as the Customs Officials are
concerned, i.e., Commissioner Faeldon, Director Estrella of CHS, Intelligence
Officer Joel Pinawin and Director Milo Maestrecampo, the recommendation is
for them to be charged with culpable misfeasance, nonfeasance and
malfeasance in the performance of their function resulting in the
recommendation of charging them for violating the Anti-Graft and Corrupt
Practices Act and the Customs Modernization and Tariff Act. This despite the
findings of the Committee Report pointing to their alleged illegal acts that
may have caused the entry of said drug shipments into the country.
B.
Committee Report’s findings on the culpability of
Commissioner Faeldon, Directors Estrella of CHS and Milo
Maestrecampo of IAS and Intelligence Officer Joel Pinawin in
relation to the said drug shipment.
As previously stated, the above named officers were only
recommended to be charged with culpable misfeasance, nonfeasance and
malfeasance in the performance of their functions resulting in alleged
violation of the following provisions of law, to wit:
1.) Violation of Section 1431 of RA 10863, otherwise known as the
Customs Modernization and Tariff Act which provides:
Section 1431.
and

S ta tu to ry OffensBS o f O ffic e rs
E m p lo ye e s.
Every officer, agent, or

employee of the Bureau, or of any other agency of

the government charged with the enforcement of
the provision of this Act, who shall be found guilty of
any delinquency as described below shall be
penalized with imprisonment of not less than six (6)
years and one (1) day but not more than twelve
(12) years, and perpetual disqualification to hold
public office, from exercising the right to vote and to
participate in any public election and a fine of not
less than five hundred thousand (P500,000.00)
pesos but not more than one million
(PI ,000,000.00) pesos;

XXX
(d) Conspiring or colluding with another or others
to defraud the customs revenue or otherwise violate
the law;
(e) Providing an opportunity for any person to
defraud the government of customs revenue or
failing to do any act with the intent to enable any
person to defraud the government of customs
revenue;
(f) Negligently or designedly permitting the
violation of law by any other person.”
2.) Violation of Section 3(e) of Republic Act 3019, otherwise known
as the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act, which reads:
“Section 3. C o rru p t P ra c tic e s o f P u b lic O ffice rs.
In addition to acts or omissions of public officers
already penalized by existing law, the following
shall constitute corrupt practices of any public
officer and are hereby declared to be unlawful:
-

X

xx

XXX
XXX
XXX
(e) Causing any undue injury to any party,
including the government, or giving any private
party any unwarranted benefits, advantage or

preference in the discharge of official administrative
or judicial functions through manifest partiality,
evident bad faith, or gross inexcusable negligence.
This provision shall apply to officers and employees
of offices of government corporations charged with
the grant of licenses or permits or other
concessions."
A careful reading of the discussion in the Committee’s finding will
however disclose what said officials actually did in relation to this shipment,
to wit:
(a) Commissioner Nicanor Faeldon
Though the Committee admired him for claiming responsibility for
every gram of “shabu" that entered the country through the BOC, the
committee noted that “the establishment of the Command Center
(ComCen) upon his instruction has resulted in situations that ironically
eased the entry of drugs and of illicit goods rather than prevent it. ”1
It also said that “the over-centralization of powers and functions
facilitated the entry of illegal drugs as well as other smuggled contrabands”2
and that “the ComCen system precluded the other authorized personnel of
the Customs Bureau from issuing an alert order on their own authority, to the
detriment of an efficient customs administration.”3
Further, the report stated that “creating the Command Center was
outside the powers of Commissioner Faeldon as Commissioner of the
Bureau of Customs. Such was unlawful and illegal and a violation of Section
201 (f) of RA 10863 or the Customs Modernization and Tariff Act4, to wit:
“Section 201.

P o w e rs a n d F u n c tio n s o f the
C o m m is s io n e r. - The Commissioner shall have

the following powers and functions:

XXX
(f) Assignment or reassignment of any customs
officer subject to the approval of the Secretary of
Finance: Provided, That District Collectors and
other customs officers that perform assessment
functions shall not remain in the same area of
assignment for more than three (3) years.

1 Page 10 o f the proposed C om m ittee R eport
2 Page 11 o f the Proposed C om m ittee Report, 3rd paragraph
3 ibid, 4th paragraph
4 ibid, 5“’ paragraph

Lifting from the text of the draft report, “in creating the Command
Center, Commissioner Faeldon effectively arrogated unto himself the
authority which he never possessed in the first place.”
In fact, the Committee further stated that “this experience with Faeldon
provides us a valuable lesson: as we were trying to fix the problem of drug
intrusion through customs, we discovered the “TARA" system and how that
made possible the easy access of drug importation into the country."5
(b) Director Neil Anthony Estrella of CHS
In relation to Director Estrella, the Committee report determined that
despite receipt of valuable information regarding a shipment of “shabu" that
was on its way to the country, and that a “controlled delivery” could have
been facilitated to ensure arrest of all the perpetrators, he still proceeded on
his own to Hong Fei Philippines warehouse located at 5510 Aster St.. De
Castro Subdivision, Paso de Bias, Valenzuela, without prior coordination with
the PDEA.
Armed with only a Letter of Authority obtained from Commissioner
Faeldon via email, he proceeded thereat, conducted a search for the
questioned crates containing metal cylinders, and forcibly opened the same
to reveal the illicit drugs. As a result, the proposed Committee Report stated
the following glaring flaws in Director Estrella’s actions:
(1) Dir. Estrella’s failure to coordinate with the PDEA pursuant to
the provisions of RA 9165 and a Memorandum of Agreement
between the BOC and PDEA which states:
Section 2 of the MOA between the BOC and
PDEA dated 09 September 2010, provides that the
BOC:
xxx

XXX XXX

d. Ensure that all operations against high value drug
targets should have prior coordination with the
PDEA. In any case, the BOC shall inform PDEA
and furnish it an after operation report as soon as
possible. Provided, further, that if prior coordination
was not made, the reasons thereof must be stated in
the after-operations report."
Said MOA is in furtherance of Section 86 of RA 9165 which provides:
Section 86. Transfer, A b s o rp tio n a n d In te g ra tio n
o f A ll O p e ra tin g U n its on Ille g a l D ru g s in to the
Page 12 o f the P roposed C om m ittee Report, 3rd paragraph

xxx When the
investigation being conducted by the NBI, PNP or
any ad hoc anti drug task force is found to be in
violation of any of the provisions of this Act, the
PDEA shall be the lead agency. The NBI, PNP or
any of the task force shall immediately transfer the
same to the PDEA: Provided, further. That, the NBI,
PNP and the Bureau of Customs shall maintain
close coordination with the PDEA on all drug related
matters."
PD EA a n d T ra n s ito ry P ro v is io n . -

Moreover, records show that instead of properly coordinating with
PDEA, Director Estrella chose to call his friend from the NBI who happened
to be assigned in another region. To this, the Committee had this to say
“ However, why would Director Estrella call someone who was then
having issues in the NBI and was recalled and assigned to another
Region? Would he prefer coordinating with a friend rather than with the
head - or the officer in charge - of the NBI? This is a violation of the
procedure since according to RA 9165, PDEA should be the lead
agency.”
(2) Dir. Estrella failed to implement a valid and effective
“ controlled delivery” as provided for in Section 3 (g) of RA
9165, which provides, thus:
“Sec 3. Definitions. As used in this Act, the following
terms shall mean:
XXX

xxx

xxx

(g) Controlled Delivery. — The investigative
technique of allowing an unlawful or suspect
consignment of any dangerous drugs and/or
controlled precursor and essential chemical,
equipment or paraphernalia, or property believed to
be derived directly or indirectly from any offense, to
pass into, through or out of the country under the
supervision of an authorized officer, with a view to
gathering evidence to identify any person involved
in any dangerous drugs related offense, or to
facilitate prosecution of that offense.”
In this particular case, the Committee finds that "there was nothing in
the subsequent operation conducted by Director Estrella at 3050 F. Bautista
St., Brgy. Ugong, Valenzuela City that would resemble or correctly be called

Page 8 o f the P roposed C om m ittee Report, last paragraph

a “controlled delivery”78considering that all the crates were already opened at
the Hong Fei warehouse and the pieces of evidence were all “tampered”
with.
Moreover, when they brought the crates to the second address, the
“controlled delivery" operation was once again rendered inutile when Director
Estrella and the joint operatives did not stake it out but rather moved in on
the warehouse. Intelligence Officer Joel Pinawin proceeded to knock on the
door of the house at F. Bautista St., served the LOA to Mr. Fidel Anoche Dee,
searched the premises with the use of k-9 dogs and subsequently arrested
Mr. Anoche Dee.
In its proper context, knowing that Mr. Chen received calls from a
Filipino and a Chinese person asking him to deliver the insulator
machines/metal cylinders to the warehouse at F. Bautista, Dir. Estrella should
have coordinated with PDEA and NBI and staked out the warehouse. Had
there been compliance with proper procedures, the same would have led to
the arrest of the true owners of the drugs and the dismantling of the whole
drug distribution network.
(3) Failure to follow proper procedure on searches and seizures.
As stated in the proposed Committee Report, “the action of Director
Estrella in ordering the opening of the crates had serious and fatal flaws.
Director Estrella did not have, at the time, sufficient and legal authority to do
so. A LOA does not give him proper basis to proceed with his search and
seizure."
Moreover, Director Estrella only had with him a Letter of Authority
(LOA), an instrument to demand evidence of payment of duties and taxes,
which did not justify the search for illegal drugs. Moreover, the alleged
consent given by Mr. Chen on the opening of the crates was misplaced
considering that he was a mere depositary and not the owner.
Also in relation with the search, the same should have been
conducted only after obtaining a search warrant from the court granting that
sufficient time had already lapsed from the time the crates were released
from the port. In effecting the search without the requisite warrant, said
search will eventually be declared as illegal thereby affecting the admissibility
of the drugs obtained in evidence.
With all these procedural defects, the Committee ruled that “it cannot
but surmise that the veteran Director Estrella is grossly negligent and
incornpetent or corrupt or both. He has been so g ro s s ly n e g lig e n t a n d
c a v M ^ in c o n d u c tin g th e i M a n d th a t the in e p titu d e d is p la y e d w as s n
c o n s is te n t a n d so p e rv a d in g ra is in g the s u s p ic io n th a t aU these
7 Page 16 o f the P roposed C om m ittee Report, 3rd paragraph
8 Page 17 o f the P roposed C om m ittee Report, 4 th paragraph

m is ta k e s w ere c o m m itte d d e lib e ra te ly in o rd e r to s h ie ld the m ain
p rin c ip a ls fro m lia b ility ."

The Committee Report further stated that "Director Estrella’s
negligence is so gross as to amount to b a d fa ith o r m a lic e . He in all
likelihood, was c o m p lic it in p ro te c tin g the re a l p e rp e tra to rs , at the very
least.” 9
10
The report ended through an acknowledgment that “Director
Estrella’s acts may be forgiven if he were an amateur; but he was not, he
was a veteran. The more one thinks about his errors, the more one is
convinced that he had malevolent designs and by doing so, he
the
c u lp rits go.’’11
(c) Intelligence Officer Joel Pinawin
The Committee Report stated that insofar as Joel Pinawin is
concerned, “he is equally at fault with Director Estrella." He is as
clueless-intentionally or otherwise - as Director Estrella as to what a proper
controlled delivery should be and for what purpose of said delivery is for.
For a proper controlled delivery to be made, the key phrases are
“allowing to pass”, “to gather evidence”, to IDENTIFY the persons involved,
and "to facilitate prosecution". All these things Mr. Pinawin together with
Director Estrella failed to do
(d) Director Milo Maestrecampo of IAS
As Director of the Import Assessment Service (IAS), Director
Maestrecampo did not exercise due diligence by not immediately acting on
the value verification requested by Atty, Hilario of the Risk Management
Office (RMO). Said authority is based on Customs Memorandum Order No.
2017-01-046 dated 24, January 2017 which provides that “only the Director
of the Import Assessment Services can issue alert orders related to
suspected valuation valuations."
Due to this, the Committee in it findings said “ because of his
inaction, a shipping container proven to contain illegal drugs was able
to pass the Bureau of Customs without having been inspected.
Likewise, several other containers with highly questionable cargo have been
allowed to pass through the use and or abuse of the “green lane”.12

9 Page 21 o f the Proposed C om m ittee Report, 1sl paragraph
10 ibid, 2nd paragraph
11 ibid, 3rd paragraph
12 Page 26 o f the P roposed C om m ittee Report, 3rd paragraph

Moreover, the Committee took notice of the testimonies of Mr.
Taguba and Mr. Marcellana relating to the Harmonized Systems (HS)
Code which is crucial in determining how a certain container will be
tagged. A “green" tag shall allow a container to pass through customs
without need for any inspection. As such, the committee report stated that
“ Mr. Taguba a n d Mr. M a rce lla n a te s tifie d th a t th e y re c e iv e d th e ir HS
C odes fro m Mr. M a e s tre c a m p o .”' 3

COMMENTS / OBSERVATIONS
First of all, Faeldon’s act of claiming responsibility for every gram of
“shabu” that entered the country through the BOC should not in any way be
described as admirable. As head of the Bureau, it is incumbent upon him to
take full responsibility for all lapses under his leadership. In fact, the
Committee Report should acknowledge his wanton disregard of the authority
of the Committee when he refused to appear before the Committee to
address the corruption issues he was faced with. Moreover, emphasis should
be given to the fact that he was cited in conteijipt by the Senate and ordered
detained until he decides to fully cooperate with the on-going inquiry.
In S ta n d a rd C h a rte re d B a n k vs S enate C o m m itte e on B a nks,
F in a n c ia l In s titu tio n s a n d C u rre n c ie s 1
34, the Supreme Court discussed the
essence of the power of contempt in this manner:
"The principle that Congress or any of its bodies has
the power to punish recalcitrant witnesses is founded
upon reason and policy. Said power must be
considered implied or incidental to the exercise of
legislative power. How could a legislative body
obtain the knowledge and information on which to
base intended legislation if it cannot require and
compel the disclosure of such knowledge and
information, if it is impotent to punish a defiance of its
power and authority? When the- framers of the
Constitution adopted the principle of separation of
powers, making each branch supreme within the
realm of its respective authority. It must have
intended each department’s authority to be full
and complete, independently of each other’s
authority or power. And how could the authority and
power become complete if for every act of refusal,
every act of defiance, every act of contumacy against
it, the legislative body must resort to the judicial
department for the appropriate remedy, because it is

13 ibid, 5th paragraph
14 G.R. No. 167173, D ecem ber 27, 2007

impotent by itself to punish or deal therewith, with
affronts committed against its authority or dignity.
The exercise by Congress or by any of its committees
of the power to punish contempt is based on the
principle of self-preservation. As the branch of the
government vested with the legislative power,
independently of the judicial branch, it can assert its
authority and punish contumacious acts against it.
Such power [s s u l g e ne ris, as ft attaches not to
the discharge ^ legislative functions p e r se, but
i2
sovereign character of the legislature as
one ^ the three independent and coordinate
branches of government.
In this case, petitioners imputation that the
investigation was in aid of collection is a direct
challenge against the authority of the Senate
Committee, as it ascribes ill motive to the latter. In this
light, we find the contempt citation against the
petitioners reasonable and justified."
Kindly note that the refusal of former Commissioner Faeldon to testify
before the Committee also constitutes violation of Article 150 of the Revised
Penal Code which provides that:
“ A rtic le 150. D is o b e d ie n c e to s u m m o n s is s u e d b y
the
N a tio n a l A s s e m b ly , its
c o m m itte e s
or
s u b c o m m itte e s ,
by
the
C o n s titu tio n a l
C o m m is s io n s , its c o m m itte e s , s u b c o m m itte e s o r
d iv is io n s . - The penalty of arresto m ayor or a fine

ranging from two hundred to one thousand pesos, or
both such fine and imprisonment shall be imposed
upon any person who, having been duly summoned
to attend as a witness before the National Assembly,
(Congress), its special or standing committees and
subcommittees, the Constitutional Commissions and
its committees, subcommittees, or divisions, or before
any commission or committee chairman or member
authorized to summon witnesses, refuses, without
legal excuse, to obey such summons, or being
present before any such legislative or constitutional
body or official, refuses to be sworn or placed under
affirmation or to answer any legal inquiry or to
produce any books, papers, documents, or records in
his possession, when required by them to do so in the
exercise of their functions. The same penalty shall be

imposed upon any person who shall restrain another
from attending as a witness, or who shall induce
disobedience to a summon or refusal to be sworn by
any such body or official."
It can be gleaned from the above discussion that some of the
contents of the proposed Committee Report are inconsistent with or does not
appear in the conclusion/recommendation portion of the report particularly on
the charges to be filed against the personalities involved. Further, the
recommendation is silent as to the possibility that these individuals conspired
with each other.
Under Article 8 of the Revised Penal Code, there is conspiracy when
two or more persons come to an agreement concerning a felony and decide
to commit it. It may be inferred from the acts of the accused before, during or
after the commission of the crime which, when taken together, would be
enough to reveal a community of criminal design, as the proof of conspiracy
is frequently made by evidence of a chain of circumstances. To be a
conspirator, one need not participate in every detail of the execution; he need
not even take part in every act or need not even know the exact part to be
performed by the others in the execution of the conspiracy. Each
conspirator may be assigned separate and different tasks which may
appear unrelated to one another but, in fact, constitute a whole
collective effort to achieve their common criminal objective. Once
conspiracy is shown, the act of one is the act of all the conspirators.
The precise extent or modality of participation of each of them becomes
secondary,since all the conspirators are principals.15
Based on the findings of the Committee, it is apparent that the root
cause of the entry of the said illegal drugs was the centralization of powers
within the Bureau in the COMCEN. Nothing comes in and comes out of the
Bureau without passing through the COMCEN which the proposed
Committee report itself recognized as an illegal and unlawful arrogation by
then Commissioner Faeldon of an authority that he did not possess in the
first place. At the very outset, its creation was u ltra vire s. Hence, why,
despite having hired lawyers of his choice, he was not informed or counseled
as to the illegality of the COMCEN?
If Commissioner Faeldon did not create the COMCEN, control of the
HS Codes would not have been lodged or given to a single customs official,
in this case. Dir. Milo Maestrecampo.
It is significant to note also that the creation of the COMCEN ordered
the corresponding revocation of all bureau heads' authority to issue Alert
Orders. If said revocation did not take place, the shipment containing the
illegal drugs would not have been allowed to leave the Customs premises.

15 People o f the P hilippines vs C abillo and C alaguas (G.R. No. 178771, June 8, 2011)

Furthermore, from the time the drug shipment was discovered until the
arrival of the PDEA personnel, several violations had already been
committed in relation to the discovery and search conducted that led the
Committee to believe that the BOC personnel involved tried to interfere. As a
result, the actual culprits / shipper of the illegal drugs remain at large.
These actuations taken all in all would indicate that Commissioner
Faeldon, Directors Estrella and Maestrecampo and Intelligence Officer
Pinawin are all complicit in the illegal importation of drugs into the country
and should therefore be charged for violating Section 4 of RA No. 9165,
otherwise known as the Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002 which
provides provides that:16
SEC. 4. Im p o rta tio n o f D a n g e ro u s D ru g s a n d /o r
C o n tro lle d P re c u rs o rs a n d E s s e n tia l C he m ica ls. -

The penalty of life imprisonment to death and a fine
ranging from Five hundred thousand pesos
(P500,000.00) to Ten million pesos (PI0,000,000.00)
shall be imposed upon any person, who, unless
authorized by law, shall import or bring into the
Philippines any dangerous drug, regardless of the
quantity and purity involved, including any and all
species of opium poppy or any part thereof or
substances derived therefrom even for floral,
decorative and culinary purposes.
The penalty of imprisonment ranging from twelve (12)
years and one (1) day to twenty (20) years and a fine
ranging from One hundred thousand pesos
(PI00,000.00) to Five hundred thousand pesos
(P500,000.00) shall be imposed upon any person,
who, unless authorized by law, shall import any
controlled precursor and essential chemical.
The maximum penalty provided for under this Section
shall be imposed upon any person, who, unless
authorized under this Act, shall import or bring into the
Philippines any dangerous drug and/or controlled
precursor and essential chemical through the use of a
diplomatic passport, diplomatic facilities or any other
means involving his/her official status intended to
facilitate the unlawful entry of the same. In addition.
16i f eeualM r S e c tlo n 1401 o f th e CM TA - Unlawful Importation or Exportation.— A m person
who shall fraudulently Im port or export o r bring into or outside o f the P hilippines any goods
or assist in so doing, contrary to law, o r shall receive, conceal, buy. sell, or in any m anner
facilitate the transportation, concealm ent, o r sale o f such goods after im portation, or shall
com m it technical sm uggling as defined in this A ct shall be penalized by xxx

the diplomatic passport shall be confiscated and
canceled.
The maximum penalty provided for under this Section
shall be imposed upon any person, who organizes,
manages or acts as a “financier" of any of the illegal
activities prescribed in this Section.
The penalty of twelve (12) years and one (1) day to
twenty (20) years of imprisonment and a fine ranging
from One hundred thousand pesos (PI00,000.00) to
Five hundred thousand pesos (P500,000.00) shall be
imposed upon any person, who acts as a
protector/coddler of any violator of the provisions
under this Section."
It should also be noted that under RA No. 9165, mere attempt or
conspiracy to commit are punishable as Section 26 provides that:
SEC. 26. A tte m p t o r C on sp ira cy. - Any attempt or
conspiracy to commit the following unlawful acts shall
be penalized by the same penalty prescribed for the
commission of the same as provided under this Act:

a) Importation of any dangerous drug and/or
controlled precursor and essential chemical;
b) Sale, trading, administration, dispensation, delivery,
distribution and transportation of any dangerous drug
and/or controlled precursor and essential chemical;
c) Maintenance of a den, dive or resort where any
dangerous drug is used in any form;
d) Manufacture of any dangerous drug and/or
controlled precursor and essential chemical; and
e) Cultivation or culture of plants which are sources of
dangerous drugs.
On a related matter, for a controlled delivery to be validly made, the
Dangerous Drugs Board adopted Board Regulation No. on November
22, 2002 governing the conduct of a “controlled delivery operations" whose
main purposes are: (a) Identify, arrest, and convict offenders; (b) Disrupt and
dismantle criminal organizations engaged in smuggling drugs or other
contraband; (c) Broaden the scope of investigation, identify additional and
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higher level offenders and obtain further evidence; (d) Establish evidentiary
proof that the suspects employed by these organizations to transport drugs
and other contraband were knowingly in possession of illegal substances;
and (e) Identify the offender(s) assets for consideration in asset forfeiture
proceedings17.
Under said regulation, prior authorization is required for the conduct of
controlled delivery operations in the Philippines and such authorization can
only be granted by the Director General of PDEA who may approve a request
in writing by PDEA units, or a domestic or foreign counterpart enforcement
agency for controlled delivery to take place in transit or in any way involving
the Philippines for a specific purpose and specified period.18
Thus, considering that the “controlled delivery" purportedly made by
the BOC personnel to 3050 F. Bautista, Brgy, Ugong, Valenzuela City was
not properly done in accordance with the above-cited provisions of the DDB
Board Regulation No. 2 as the same was made despite the protestation of
Director Wilkins Villanueva, Commissioner Faeldon, Director Estrella and
Joel Pinawin should likewise be charged with the violation of Sections
29, 32 and 92 of RA 9165 which provides that:
“Section 29.

C rim in a l L ia b ility fo r P la n tin g o f

- Any person who is found guilty of
planting any dangerous drug and/or controlled
precursor and essential chemical, regardless of
quantity and purity, shall suffer the penalty of
death."19
E vid e n ce .

XXX

XXX

XXX

"S e c tio n 32. L ia b ility to a P e rso n V io la tin g A n y
R e g u la tio n Is s u e d b y the B o a rd. - The penalty of

imprisonment ranging from six (6) months and one
(1) day to four (4) years and a fine ranging from Ten
thousand pesos (PI0,000.00) to Fifty thousand
pesos (P50,000.00) shall be imposed upon any
person found violating any regulation duly issued by
the Board pursuant to this Act, in addition to the
administrative sanctions imposed by the Board."
XXX

XXX

XXX

17 Sec 2, DDB Board R egulation No.2, N ovem ber 22, 2002
18 ibid. S ection 3 (a) and (b)
19 Am ended by R A No. 9346 - A n A ct Prohibiting the Im position o f Death P enalty in the
Philippines

"S e c tio n . 92. D e la y
P ro s e c u tio n o f D ru g

a n d B u n g lin g in the
Cases. Any government

officer or employee tasked with the prosecution of
drug-related cases under this Act, who, through
patent laxity, inexcusable neglect, unreasonable
delay or deliberately causes the unsuccessful
prosecution and/or dismissal of the said drug
cases, shall suffer the penalty of imprisonment
ranging from twelve (12) years and one (1) day to
twenty (20) years without prejudice to his/her
prosecution under the pertinent provisions of the
Revised Penal Code.’’20
These Customs officials should likewise be held liable for violation of
Section 1 (c) and (i) of Presidential Decree No. 1829, otherwise known as
the Act Penalizing Obstruction of Apprehension and Prosecution of Criminal
Offenders, which reads as follows:
"S e c tio n 1. The penalty of prision correccional in
its maximum period or a fine ranging from PI,000
to P6,000 pesos, or both, shall be imposed upon
any person knowingly or willfully obstructs,
impedes, frustrates or delays the apprehension of
suspects and the investigation and prosecution of
criminal cases by committing any of the following
acts:

XXX
XXX
(c) harboring or concealing, or facilitating the
escape of, any person he knows, or has reasonable
ground to believe or suspect has committed any
offense under existing penal laws in order to
prevent his arrest, prosecution and conviction":

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
See also S e c tio n 92 o f th e IRR o f RA No. 9165 w hich provides that - D elay and
B u n g lin g in the P ro s e c u tio n o f D rug Cases. A ny g overnm ent officer or em ployee tasked
with the prosecution o f drug related cases under the A ct, e ith e r as, prosecu tor.
p ro s e c u tio n w itn e ss, o r as [a w e n fo rce m e n t agent, who, through patent laxity,
inexcusable neglect, unreasonable delay or deliberately causes the unsuccessful
prosecution a nd /or dism issal o f the said drug cases, shall suffer the penalty o f im prisonm ent
ranging from tw elve (12) years and one (1) day to tw enty (20) years w ithout prejudice to
his/her prosecution under the pertinent provisions o f the R evised Penal Code.

“ (i) the giving of false or fabricated information to
mislead or prevent the law enforcement agencies
from apprehending the offender or from protecting
the life or property of the victim; or fabricating
information from the data gathered in confidence by
investigating authorities for purposes of background
information and not for publication and publishing or
disseminating the same to mislead the investigator
or to the court."
Their idea of a controlled delivery which was contrary to established
procedure, allowed the apprehension and subsequent arrest of a mere
warehouse caretaker and not the actual importers of the illegal drugs.
Though we do not argue with the findings as to the infractions of Mr.
Mark Taguba, it cannot be denied that out of all the resource persons invited
by the Committee, he was the most cooperative. Rather than invoking his
right against self-incrimination, he openly testified on all matters relating to the
shipment based on his personal knowledge. He even went to the extent of
divulging the corrupt system of the bureau that eventually led to the
subsequent on going investigation of the Committee.
As a sign of his good faith and willingness to provide material input
not only as to the importation of drugs, but also the corruption at customs, Mr.
Taguba, without hesitation, presented text messages, call logs and even his
bank statements, with full disregard of his right to privacy.
Considering that his testimony and text exchanges with a certain
personality was even used by the Committee in linking Director Milo
Maestrecampo in this illegal shipment, we take exception to the description by
the Committee that his testimonies were inconsistent and even incredible.
In this regard, we are reiterating our request that Mr. Marck Taguba
be given legislative immunity in so far as the statements made by him in the
course of the Committee’s investigation. Granting of legislative immunity to
witnesses like Mr. Taguba is not proscribed. This has been extended
previously by the Blue Ribbon Committee under the chairmanship of then
Senator Teofisto Guingona to Mr. Archie Po of Lion Air who testified that the
choppers purchased then by the Philippine National Police was second hand.
Moreover, Mr. Taguba was likewise granted the same legislative immunity by
the House of Representatives which likewise conducted a separate hearinq of
the matter.
It should be noted that the power to grant immunity from
prosecution is essentially a legislative prerogative21. The exclusive power
of Congress to define crimes and their nature and to provide for their
2181 Am. Jur.Zd 142

punishment concomitsntly carries the power to immunize certain persons
from prosecution to facilitate the attainment of state interests, among them,
the solution and prosecution of crimes with high political, social and economic
impact. In the exercise of this power. Congress possesses broad discretion
and can lay down the conditions and the extent of the immunity to be granted.
In the U.S. it has been argued that Congress’ investigative power
may provide a constitutional basis for a congressional power to
immunize witnesses. Further, it has been stated that although immunity
power is exercised on the basis of statute, it is likely that the Supreme
Court would hold that it involved an inherent power of Congress
necessary to the exercise of its legislative function.22
As mentioned in D o yle vs. H ofsta d e r, “A legislature is empowered
to deprive a witness of the constitutional privilege against self
incrimination by according him complete immunity from prosecution for
the offense to which the testimony relates.23
In addition, Mr. Mark Taguba should also be placed under the
protection of the Witness Protection Program (WPP) of the Department of
Justice (DOJ) pursuant to Section 4 of Republic Act No. 6981, otherwise
known as the Witness Protection Security and Benefit Act which provides
that:
“ S e c tio n 4. W itn e ss in L e g is la tiv e In v e s tig a tio n s . In case of legislative investigations in aid of legislation,
a witness, with his express consent, may be admitted
into the Program upon the recommendation of the
legislative committee where his testimony is needed
when in its judgment there is pressing necessity
therefor: Provided, That such recommendation is
approved by the President of the Senate or the
Speaker of the House of Representatives, as the case
may be.”

Finally, we are perplexed by the lack of strong words or conviction
with respect not only to Commissioner Faeldon’s participation and
incompetence but also his discourteous acts towards the Committee. If the
Committee finds Mr. Mark Taguba deserving of superlatives and metaphors of
all sorts. Commissioner Faeldon is worthy of no less.

H. Sklam berg, Investigation V ersus Prosecution: The C onstitutional Lim its on C ongress’
Pow er to Im m unize W itnesses, 78 N.L.C . Rev. 1 5 3 ,1 5 8 -1 5 9
23 81 Am . Jur. 2d 142.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Current Problem: W ar against Drugs
and Continuous Proliferation

There is an overwhelming presence of drugs today in the country.
Nagsabog na ang droga dito. If we do not stop it now, we will, in no time,
become a narco-state. The persistence of drugs here is the scourge of our
country and we must prevent its entry commencing with its interdiction at the
source. Its proliferation causes crimes, results in the breakdown of family ties,
inflicts deep stresses in family relationships, pupils and students drop out of
school, and more and more taxpayer’s monies are expended to stop its spreadmoney that could be used for otherwise more useful purposes.

Reports state that about forty percent (40%) of our barangays have been
infected. We must end its existence now, and bring to justice those who have
been responsible for the incursion. Since the new administration came into
power, we have been at war against dangerous drugs; people are killed in the
streets and in our communities, and drugs are confiscated practically every
day. We are witnesses to the killings of mayors, city or municipal officers, the
police, barangay officials, and many more of our impoverished people.

Why and how have such large amount of drugs
entered, into the Philippines,
undetected?

What happened here is so grave and shocking to the senses because the
Bureau of Customs (BOC) has failed to guard our portals from the entry
of drugs that kill us and our countrymen. Our sentinels have failed us.

We have entered into a new phase in our struggle - huge amounts of
drugs are entering the country through the BOC, corrupting public officers.

enriching only the players in it, while contributing to our country’s continuing
moral decay.

Is there an international syndicate involved?

In the month of May, from an information coming from China, the BOC
was told that there were shipments of drugs that may have already arrived in
Manila.

Unbeknownst to them, the drugs were already in the Hong Fei

warehouse of Richard Chen in Valenzuela City. A certain Tong Yen Ping,
allegedly of Sun-Like Factory - China had shipped “rollers”, which were used
to conceal the drugs inside them, to Manila.

From the port of Manila, the container containing the “rollers” were
delivered to the Hong Fei warehouse in 5510 Aster Street, De Castro
Subdivision, Paso de Bias, Valenzuela City. Its final destination was to be
delivered in 3050 F. Bautista Street, Brgy. Ugong, Valenzuela City.

During a meeting with the Ambassador of the People’s Republic of
China on 15 September 2017, the Chairman also found out that this operation
is international in nature. The syndicate was found to be composed of Chinese
and Taiwanese nationals, was found to have imported drugs to Japan, as was
found out from some of the thirteen (13) Chinese perpetrators in Xiamen after
they were caught. Chinese authorities also found out and communicated to
local Philippine Customs authorities that a shipment was on its way or might
have already landed in Manila and that it was headed towards Bautista St.
through Hong Fei’s branch in the Philippines.

Why is there a need for an investigation?

The prevailing corruption has not been vigorously investigated and its
perpetrators pursued, which is why the Committee in pursuit of investigation
the accountability of Customs and other government authorities and in aid of
legislation had to “acquire jurisdiction” over it. It is shocking and appalling

because drugs have infiltrated the front gates of our country in large
quantities, P 6.4 Billion worth of shabu and later the Committee would find
out another P 9 Billion in December 2016, plus another shipment caught in
Sampaloc, Manila brought in through Customs by the same fixer and broker
(Mark Taguba and Teejay Marcellana).

Thus, this investigation, which

impelled your Chairman to file P.S. Res. No. 425, entitled “Resolution
Directing the Senate Committee on Accountability of Public Officers and
Investigations (Blue Ribbon) to Conduct an Inquiry, In Aid of Legislation,
Into the P6.4 Billion Worth of Shabu Shipment from China, On The Possible
Malfeasance, Misfeasance, and Nonfeasance of Bureau of Customs (BOC)
Officials and Employees.”

As stated earlier, when we opened this investigation, we only knew
about the P 6.4 Billion intercepted shabu in Valenzuela. But in the course of
the investigation, we also found out, to our dismay, that there was another 890
kg. of shabu that was seized last December 2016 in San Juan City.
How did it pass through the
Bureau of Customs swiftly?

There is a systemic and systematic corruption at the BOC, facilitated by
a “tara” system. The Committee discovered how the “tara” system makes it
easier for the drugs to enter. The “tara” system and green lane were used to
fast-track the entry of drugs, with the utilization of Harmonized System (HS)
codes and “disposable consignees.”

The “tara’ system is killing us: it deprives the government of the
correct amount of Customs revenues, it likewise facilitates the entry of
illicit drugs. If we do not eradicate this practice, drugs will continue to enter
the Philippines untrammeled.

It is tragic that the corruption of the bureaucracy in the Bureau of
Customs exacerbated by the long time “tara” system facilitated and allowed

the corrupt from smuggling to big time drug traffic. During an Executive
Session on 31 July 2017, Mark Taguba revealed his “tara” list, which was as
follows:
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And, his aim was to facilitate the entry of his clients’ containers without
issuing an alert order. The release of the drugs was further hastened because
Taguba utilized other persons, namely: Eirene Mae Tatad (registered owner of
EMT Trading), Teejay Marcellana (Licensed Broker), Manny Li (Facilitator),
Kenneth Dong (Facilitator), and Richard Chen (Hong Fei Logistics Owner).
The “tara” system facilitate not only the
smuggling of products but more tragically
ILLEGAL DRUGS. How did they do it?

Player/s, such as Mark Taguba, employ disposable consignees, such as
Eirene Mae Tatad of EMT Trading, to facilitate the entry of their shipment.
Milo Maestrecampo, who heads the BOC’s Import Assessment Service (IAS),
gives the player/s, which is in the case, Taguba, the HS code, in exchange for
money, which is the tara . Most crucial, therefore, in the speedy release of
the shipment/s was the payment of “tara” to BOC officials, particularly,
Maestrecampo who supplied player/s with the HS Codes.

In order to get connections and hasten transactions, Taguba continually
looks for influential personalities and transfers affiliations from one group to
another to acquire an edge in releasing his “mga parating”. Even forking out
large amounts of cash to people who represent themselves connected not only
in Customs, such as Jojo Bacud, Mike Sabban, a certain “Jack,” “Noel,” “Tita
Nanie,” “Big Brother” later identified as Col. Allen Capuyan, after the alleged
“Davao Group”, that he paid P5 Million to, was not able to stop the alert
orders. Taguba, then, believed that the purportedly “Davao Group” would be
able to help them.

Taguba may have been swindled by name-droppers (i.e. Nilo “Small”
Abellera) to the tune of P5 Million pesos, but that was just a mere hiccup to
him. And, his occupation continues to flourish.

The

“tara”

system

was

already

successful

in

transferring

niisdcclared cargo, and, worse, the entry of drugs. So effective was “tara”
that even after the discovery of the shipment of drugs and the suspension of
the license of EMT Trading, EMT Trading was still able to have its shipments
released, beyond May and up to June. This clearly shows that corruption is
colossally rampant in the BOC.

Taguba’s “tara” practice and those of the same ilk, continues to destroy
the integrity of BOC and allows public officials to plunder and now, even
poison our youth by the entry of drugs. It also deprives our country of needed
revenues to alleviate our requirements in education, defense, infi-astructure,
and social amelioration.

If the BOC quelled the corruption of “tara” it would not only meet the
budget targets, but will no doubt exceed it, which would enrich our country
dramatically. Using the illegal benchmarking, the matrix below will prove
this:

TARA
Amount

27,000

Benchmark
40,000

BOC Collection

120,000 170,000

Collected

Target

Actual

Target

2016

2016

2017

456 B

398 B

468

per
Container
X

10,000

270M

400M

1.2 B

1.7 B

98.5 B

146 B

438 B

620.5 B

Containers
Daily

or 4 M
Containers
Annually
X

365 Days

It may be correct that with the P 120, 000 benchmark, they will reach their
target for the year. If they reach P 170,000 benchmark, there would be less
need for additional taxes. However, it is not appropriate to use a benchmark to
determine the proper duties and taxes to be paid, as one should pay taxes
based on actual valuation.

BOC may have caught the drugs
but failed to catch the more important
prize - the drug recipients/dealers

Why wasn’t anyone caught or arrested, save for a patsy by the name of Fidel
Anoche Dee?
1. Rainier Ragos got the information that there were drugs in the
“rollers” from China. He told Neil Estrella, Head of the BOC’s
Customs Intelligence and Investigation Service (CHS). Both Ragos
and Estrella should have immediately reported this rare sharing of
information on drugs by China to the Commissioner of Customs,
Nicanor Faeldon, and, more especially, to the Philippine Drug
Enforcement Agency (PDEA).

2. Estrella then went to Richard Chen (Hong Fei Logistics owner) who
told him there were drugs already in his warehouse at Aster St., and
that he (Chen) was already being hounded by calls from Filipino and
Chinese callers between 5-10 PM of 25 May 2017, to immediately
deliver the suspected drugs shipment to Bautista St. (later on, Chen
would admit in his Affidavit that he was fearing for his life because
of the Chinese triad calling him, and so, he called the Chinese
Embassy).
3. Ragos and Estrella were told that there should be controlled delivery*
to the house in Bautista St. and that Chen was helping them and
wants to be protected and not punished.
*Controlled delivery, as defined in Sec. 3 (g) of R.A. No. 9165
otherwise known as the Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of
2002, is the investigative technique of allowing an unlawful or
suspect consignment of any dangerous drug and/or controlled
precursor and essential chemical, equipment or paraphernalia, or
property believed to be derived directly or indirectly from any
offense, to pass into, through or out of the country under the
supervision of an authorized officer, with a view to gathering
evidence to identify any person involved in any dangerous drugs
related offense, or to facilitate prosecution of that offense.
4. Estrella went with Chen to his warehouse at Aster St., Valenzuela
City. He called his friend from the National Bureau of Investigation
(NBI) asking him who was in charge for the anti-drug operations of
NBI, instead of calling PDEA (who is the lead agency on anti-drugs)
for the required assistance, as required by law.
5. Estrella, then, decided to open the containers which took three to four
(3-4) hours. Knowing that the triads already wanted it to be delivered,
he should have continued the controlled delivery of the goods at
Bautista St, after all, he already had a team. He could have staked out
Bautista St. instead of continuing the delivery. Had he delivered it to
Bautista St., he could have captured not just the drugs but the drug
dealers.

6. By forcibly opening the “rollers’Vdrug cylinders, the BOC missed the
chance to capture the drugs dealers along with the drugs in Bautista
St.
7. When PDEA arrived, along with Faeldon, PDEA was obviously upset
because the drugs were already scattered on the floor.
8. They then decided to conduct a controlled delivery on one of the
cylinders. But even this supposed stake out was botched because
Estrella allowed Joel Pinawin, his alleged bagman, a fact that was
revealed by Senator Lacson and was then confirmed by Taguba.
9. The Bautista St. raid was so surreal as the Customs team did not wait
for the suspects to pick it up the dangerous drugs shipment, as
Pinawin nonchalantly knocked on the door and arrested Fidel Anoche
Dee, a mere caretaker.

WAS ALL THIS OPERATION BY ESTRELLA DELIBERATELY
DONE TO HAVE THE DRUG DEALERS GET AWAY WITH IT? WE
THINK SO.

Instead of following religiously the procedures set out for a controlled
delivery, as openly suggested by the Chinese authorities in Xiamen. Estrella
took shortcuts, failed to timely inform the PDEA, and, thus, botched the
whole operation. Yes, the drugs may have been confiscated but, the real
prize, the drug dealers who should have been caught, got away. His
improper and unprofessional acts lead a reasonable man to believe that he
intentionally made a mess of the whole operation.

Neil Estrella and Joel Pinawin violated the following laws: R.A. No.
3019, otherwise known as the "Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act”; R.A.
No. 9165, otherwise known as the "Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of
2002”; R.A. No. 10863, otherwise known as the "Customs Modernization and
TariffAct”, among other criminal and administrative liabilities.

What are the roles and possible
liability of each person in government?

A. MILO MAESTRECAMPO - former Director, Import Assessment
Service (IAS), Bureau of Customs
Act/s Committed:
1. As Director of the LAS, Maestrecampo did not exercise due diligence
by not immediately acting on the value verification, as requested and
reported by Atty. Hilario of the Risk Management Office (RMO) on
many shipments of EMT Trading (along with Integrisy Trading and
RO and SS Trading, all owned by Mark Taguba) on the green lane
that were severely undervalued with the Customs broker always being
Teejay Marcellana; and
2. Mark Taguba and Teejay Marcellana testified that they received their
HS (Harmonized Systems) codes from Maestrecampo. It was these
codes that allowed their containers to pass through the green lane without need for inspection. Further corroborating the statements of
Taguba and Marcellana were the following text messages obtained
from Taguba during the 29 August 2017 hearing, which establishes
their long-time relationship with Maestrecampo regarding the giving
of HS Codes, which in turn, facilitates the green lane accommodation
of Taguba’s shipments, as follows:
DATE

CONTENT OF TEXT MESSAGE
I-

March 2,2017

From Tita Nani DG to Mark Taguba:
% ill
H^alked to milo na wl dscuss wd
~ T iiiiV r T ^ :‘ i V r~ ^ T r i V T n l^ 7 T r r m

March 12, 2017

From Tita Nani DG to Mark Taguba:

I

Very good marc and btwur’'
appt wd milo tentative n wed wl :
jst tx time n place but probably
Starbucks roxas cor un across

yellow cab
♦ ^.v--4V .

March 18,2017

Vv

.-A I

From Tita Nani DG to Mark Taguba:
J

»

Good morning marc all'
incoming must use new
consignees see u mnday above
instruction frm milo

April 3, 2017

From Tita Nani DG to Mark Taguba:
Good morning marc wl finalize
2nite ur concern re taxes frm
mm and bb. Lets have a
pleasant week

April 8,2017

From Tita Nani DG to Mark Taguba:
Voluntary Upgrade Ig sir kahit J
minimum amount....jus to beat/
comply w d curent
system....TITA ADVISE N1 MM ;!

April 12,2017

From Tita Nani DG to Mark Taguba:
6dam tita ok na kay bb at mm
ang resin

■f

ALL THESE INDICATE THAT MILO MAESTRECAMPO, AS
DIRECTOR OF IAS, WAS INVOLVED IN THE “TARA” SCHEME
AND RIGHTLY OR WRONGLY MIGHT BE INVOLVED IN THE
DANGEROUS DRUGS SHIPMENTS.

B, NEIL ESTRELLA - former Director of the Customs Intelligence
Investigation Service (CHS), Bureau of Customs
Act/s Committed:
1. Despite all the information supplied by the Chinese authorities,
Estrella still proceeded to the Hong Fei Philippines warehouse at
5510 Aster St., De Castro Subdivision, Paso de Bias, Valenzuela,
without prior coordination with PDEA, in violation of Memorandum
of Agreement (MOA), dated 09 September 2010, between the BOC

and PDEA and of R.A. No. 9165 also known as the “Comprehensive
Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002”;
2. Notwithstanding Estrella’s claim, there was nothing in the operation
conducted by Estrella at 3050 F. Bautista St., Brgy. Ugong,
Valenzuela City that would resemble, or correctly be called, a
“controlled delivery.” All the crates in question were already opened
at the Hong Fei warehouse at 3510 Aster Street, De Castro
Subdivision, Paso de Bias, Valenzuela City, Thus, they were already
“tampered” with.
3. Estrella and the joint operatives chose to move in on the warehouse
and not stake it out. Intelligence Officer Joel Pinawin proceeded to
knock on the door of the house at Bautista St., serve the Letter of
Authority (LOA) on Fidel Anoche Dee, go through the motions of
searching the premises with the dogs and, subsequently arrest Dee;
4. The action of Estrella in ordering the opening of the crates had serious
and fatal flaws. Estrella did not have, at that time, sufficient and legal
authority to do so. A LOA does not give him the proper legal basis to
proceed with his search and seizure;
5. Estrella testified that at the time of the raid, they were given the
authority by Chen to open the crates in question. However, Chen
could not have validly and legally given any authority to open the
crates since he was not the legal owner thereof Chen was a mere
depository; and
6. Contrary to the definition of a controlled delivery, the contraband was
illegally opened, tampering it in the process, and thereby breaking the
chain of custody, an essential element in the successful prosecution of
a drug case. At that time, they may have had the drugs but they didn’t
have the suspects. Worse, even if they had the illicit drugs, the same
may lessen its evidentiary weight necessary to convict the suspects
because of the apparent break in the chain of custody.
7. Estrella missed the whole point of a “controlled delivery.” This was a
missed opportunity to arrest the true owners! After all, the prize was
not the drugs alone, but the arrest of the recipients and the drug

syndicates that could have dismantled a whole drug distribution
network.

C. JOEL PINAWIN - Intelligence Officer, Bureau of Customs
Act/s Committed:
1. Pinawin is equally at fault with Estrella. Both BOC officers conducted
the supposed “controlled delivery” at the house of Dee with Pinawin
taking the lead and knocking at Dee’s door to serve the LOA. Pinawin
is as clueless- intentionally or otherwise- as Estrella as to what a
proper “controlled delivery” should be and what the purpose of said
delivery is for. Besides, Pinawin was already identified as the bagman
of Estrella and a receiver of “tara” by Mark Taguba.

D. NICANOR FAELDON - former Commissioner of the Bureau of
Customs
Act/s Committed:
1. Faeldon created the Command Center (ComCen), by issuing Customs
Special Order 45-2016, dated 06 September 2016, in excess of his
powers as Commissioner of the Bureau of Customs. Such was
unlawful and illegal under Sec. 201 (f) of R.A. No. 10863 otherwise
known as the “Customs Modernization and Tariff Act”;
2. The ComCen and the issuance of Customs Memorandum Order No.
23-2016, dated 07 September 2016, precluded the other authorized
personnel of the Bureau of Customs from issuing an alert order on
their own authority. This allowed unscrupulous persons to take
advantage of the centralization of the alert system to bypass the checks
of District Collectors and field offices and, thus, abuse the green lane
facility;
3. In creating the ComCen, Faeldon effectively reassigned customs
officers absent the approval of the Secretary of Finance, thereby
arrogating unto himself the authority which he never possessed in the
first place; and

4. Faeldon, during the 31 July hearing, has assumed responsibility for
any and all lapses made by the BOC that resulted in the entry of the
above stated illegal drugs.

E. GERARDO GAMBALA — Head, Command Center, Bureau of
Customs
Act/s Committed:
1. As head of the ComCen, Gambala failed to be vigilant in preventing a
wrongdoing of this magnitude. This incident showcases his
incompetence in handling administrative functions, as well as the
susceptibility and vulnerability of the ComCen to encourage
corruption, being the sole regulator and arbiter in tagging shipments;
2. Although Gambala was on leave when the request for the Alert Order
on the shipments of EMT was endorsed by Atty. Hilario to the Import
Assessment Group (lAG); as head of the ComCen, Gambala should
have taken steps to ensure that matters referred to his office were
properly scrutinized and evaluated, and urgent appropriate actions
taken; and
3. Gambala’s failure to implement appropriate safeguards in the
ComCen is an indication of gross incompetence tantamount to
misfeasance, due to his lack of knowledge of customs law and
administration. His failure to use the degree of care, skill, and
diligence required in the performance of official duty showcase
conduct prejudicial to the interest of the government.
.and in the private sector?

All private persons listed below should be charged with violations of
Sec. 4 (Importation o f Dangerous Drugs and/or controlled precursors and
essential chemicals), R.A. No. 9165 otherwise known as “Comprehensive
Dangerous Drugs Act o f 2002” in addition to those specified in the
Committee Report:

A. MARK RUBEN TAGUBA II —“Quintessential Corruptor”
Act/s Committed:
1. Taguba inveigled Tatad into creating EMT Trading, coaxing her into
allowing her name to be used as a dummy consignee in his
importations, and promising a puny amount of P 1,500.00 per
successfully imported container;
2. Dong, Chen, and Ruben Taguba (father of Mark Taguba), met in
Starbucks at Roxas Blvd. on 31 May 2017, mutually agreeing that
''Wala lahat tayong alam,,, and that Dong should seek the help of
Chinese authorities;
3. Mark Taguba, and his father, Ruben Taguba, accompanied by their
lawyer Atty. Eleazar Calasan, again met with Tatad on 01 June 2017
in Dampa, Macapagal Blvd. There, Mark Taguba tried to stop Tatad
from appearing before the NBI to give her statement;
4. During a meeting on 09 July 2017 in Pan Pacific Hotel, Manila, Mark
Taguba, accompanied by another lawyer, Atty. Leo Superio, as well as
Marcellana, again tried to convince Tatad not to appear before the
NBI;
5. Taguba has likewise admitted to paying “tara” to many Customs
personnel, a copy of the list is hereto attached as Annex “A” totaling
some P 27,000 of bribe paid to Customs personnel per container;
6. If a current connection seems to no longer work and Taguba finds his
shipping containers subject to alert orders, he would abandon his old
connection and actively seek out other people who can fulfill his need.
Continuously bribing and corrupting Customs personnel in the
process. Taguba would willingly go out of his way to get his
“connection.” He would go on a nationwide trip. He would even
“trust” and pay off ANYBODY (even if he did not know their names)
that will grant him a trouble-free life with his Customs transactions.
Jojo Bacud, “Tita Nanie,” “Small,” “Jack,” “Noel” are only some of
the names Taguba has revealed to the Committee; and
7. Taguba has confirmed his connection to Jojo Bacud. He has also
confirmed contact with “Big Brother” allegedly Colonel Allen

Capuyan, and implicated him as the one, under which shipment
MCLU6001881 was processed.

B. TEEJAY MARCELLANA —Licensed Customs Broker
Acts Committed:
1. His participation in this importation was indispensable, for without his
role, the container would not have been able to leave the port. To wit:
i.

He received the bill of lading, commercial invoice, packing list
and Form “E” (Asean-China Free Trade Agreement or ACFTA) of
the shipment.

ii. Computed the amount of duties and taxes, and other necessary
expenses such as shipping lines local charges, arrastre, and
wharfage dues for the shipment based on the documents submitted
by Mark Taguba.
iii. Brokered the shipment bearing container no. MCLU6001881,
under Entry No. C l29547, which was delivered to Hong Fei
Logistics in Valenzuela City. Used the HS Code provided by Mark
Taguba, in turn provided to the latter by IAS, in the documents he
submitted to the Bureau of Customs; and
2. According to the PDEA, MARCELLANA AND TAGUBA’S
TEAM WAS ALSO THE ONE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
ENTRY OF THE DRUG SHIPMENT OF 890 KG. OF SHABU
SEIZED ON 23 DECEMBER 2016: bringing the total amount they
shipped, including this shipment, to a staggering 1.4 tons of shabu, or
equal to P 14B of shabu.

C. EIRENE MAE TATAD — “Consignee-for-hire” or the “Disposable
Consignee”
Act/s Committed:
1. Eirene Mae Agustino Tatad is the registered owner of EMT Trading.
Her company was the consignee on record for Container No.
MCLU6001881 which contained the illegal drugs; and

2. For the amount of PI,500 per container as “royalty fee,” Tatad
allowed Taguba to use EMT Trading to import, as records will show,
hundreds of containers-all practically passing through the Green Lane
and free from inspection.

D. CHEN JU LONG aka RICHARD CHEN aka RICHARD TAN Owner of Hong Fei Logistics
Act/s Committed:
1. As a consolidator of goods and cargo, it is the responsibility of Hong
Fei Logistics to ensure that whatever they are carrying or packing in
their container is the item/items declared and reflected in the Bill of
Lading. As a consolidator, Hong Fei cannot claim that they did not
know what was in their cargo. The ultimate responsibility for the
importation of these illegal drugs falls squarely on the shoulders of
Chen, as owner of Hong Fei Logistics;
2. Chen has issued inconsistent and conflicting testimonies regarding the
items inside the wooden crates. In his Affidavit dated 03 August 2017,
he refers to the items as “insulator machines.” During the hearing of
09 August, he refers to them as “printing rollers.” And, in the note he
gave to Estrella, he refers to them as “rubber rollers;”
3. In a testimony given by Li on 29 August 2017, it was revealed that
Chen called Li and advised him to leave the country for a while - as
the Senate investigation on this matter was about to commence. A
second call was later received by Li from his friend Zhuan Jing Tian
telling him that Chen is asking him to leave the Philippines prior to the
start of this investigation; and
4. Chen’s manager in Hong Fei - China, Chen Shu Yuan, also requested
Li to change the contents of the packing list that was first given to the
latter; an act so unusual that Li refused to comply.

E. KENNETH DONG - “Facilitator’
Act/s Committed:

The following may be considered as circumstantial evidence which may
lead to Dong’s involvement in the dangerous drugs shipment which the
NBI and the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) should further investigate
on:
1. Dong has admitted to the Committee that he had once accumulated
millions in gambling debts. He is also now facing a rape case which
will undoubtedly cost him expensive legal fees;
2. Some of Dong’s actions and high-flying lifestyle are suspicious. For
one, he is fond of having his photographs taken with known political
figures and people of influence. He claimed during the 31 August
2017 hearing that he idolizes them (senators) and that he wanted to be
a public servant himself. He contributed millions of pesos to
candidates during campaigns. He owns and manages a high-end club,
LIV Superclub, in Cebu City, which could entertain public officials;
3. He changed the description in packing list which was described as
“abrasive.” Dong then called up Li to clarify the same. Li then told
him that it was, more or less, like “moulding.” Thus, he corrected the
translation, placed “moulding” and sent the packing list to Taguba;
and
4. As mentioned above, Dong is liable under Sec. 4 (Importation of
Dangerous

Drugs

and/or controlled

precursors

and essential

chemicals) of R.A. No. 9165 otherwise known as “Comprehensive
Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002,” as he directly participated in the
importation of dangerous drugs.

F. NILO “SMALL” ABELLERA - Councilor of Davao City
Act/s Committed:
1. Mark Taguba testified that, in the beginning, Abellera accepted the
amount of P5 Million from him, representing the “enrollment fee”
with the alleged “Davao Group.” This transaction creates the
impression that Abellera did it to fleece money from Taguba who
claimed to get advantage from influential personalities. And, when

Taguba received alert orders, he transferred from the alleged “Davao
Group” to “Big Brother” to hasten his BOC transactions; and
2. Further investigation must be conducted against Abellera and, if
warranted, cases be filed against him, as he may be liable for estafa or
any other offense, as provided by law.

What were further efforts taken to
uncover the truth?

The subject of the investigation is a complicated matter. It is also under
the Committee’s exclusive jurisdiction to investigate matters relating to
malfeasance, misfeasance, and nonfeasance by public officials.

The Committee has always been careful not to summon people, to
appear before it, haphazardly. Implicating persons on mere hearsay was
rigorously avoided. But, your Committee did not hesitate to summon when a
connection or implication was made of certain personalities, based on
personal knowledge, even if the supposed personal knowledge was
determined later to be a mistaken one.

Likewise, your Committee invited to testify presidential son, Davao City
Vice-Mayor Paolo Duterte, as well as the President’s son-in-law, Atty.
Mananases Carpio at the urgings of Senator Antonio F. Trillanes IV, a
member of the Committee, who felt that he needed to ask them questions
related to this issue.
The above-mentioned relatives of the President of the Philippines
appeared at the hearing of 07 September 2017, and were made available for
questions from those who attended the hearing, including the Senate
President, the Majority and Minority Leaders, as well as about five (5) other
senators. Although they were summoned, on the basis of mere hearsay, we
sought to accommodate the importuning of Senator Trillanes. The Committee
wanted to show likewise that there are no holy cows, exempted from our

processes, especially involving issues that are very serious in nature: in this
circumstance, entry of illicit drugs through the Bureau of Customs.

In spite of the opportunity granted the several senators who attended the
hearing, very few questions were asked of them. Senator Trillanes only asked
on the alleged presence of a tattoo at the back of the Davao Vice- Mayor, and
bank transactions of the Presidential son-in-law, which were all not related to
the drug investigation and/or the “tara” system. Both practically invoked their
right to privacy. In the end, when there were no more questions to be asked,
from the other senators, the Committee excused the presence of the two and,
on motion by the Majority Leader, which was voted upon unanimously and
without any objection from the seven (7) other senators present (the Senate
President, the Minority Leader, the Chairman, Senator Aquino, Senator
Lacson, Senator Pacquiao, and even Senator Trillanes) sent them home back
to Davao City because no evidence was established to connect the two to the
smuggling of drugs or other contraband through our Bureau of Customs.

The shocking discoveries do not end there. We also ascertained that the
drugs that have been confiscated or seized are not burned or destroyed soon
enough. Sitting in the bodegas of investigative agencies are more than a ton of
undisposed shabu, serving as a sad reminder of an inefficient system. Its
presence also serves as unremitting sources of temptation for rotten eggs in
our anti-drug agencies for asportation, and eventual distribution in the
communities. And this vicious cycle will only continue if we do not put all
our sincere efforts into ending this grave problem.

What are the other
recommendations?

1.

It is strongly recommended and urged in the strongest terms that the BOC be
totally overhauled. The Committee recommends to study the feasibility of
conducting Pre-Shipment Inspection Reports from the port of origin which
shall be furnished to the port of destination prior to its embarcation, including

the BOC’s daily monitoring of total containers and collections per day in
relation to its annual target. Thus, monitoring should start from the port of
origin to the port of destination. The Committee also recommends that
Administrative Order No. 243-A, series of 2009, be amended by the
President, such that all imported goods, whether containerized or not, and
irrespective of value and personal effects, whether re-exported from the
Philippines from any neighboring country, shall be liable to mandatory pre
shipment inspection. No goods shall be imported into the country unless
accompanied by a Clean Report of Findings and an Import Duty Report
issued in respect of such goods by a duly-accredited inspecting officer or
company;

The Committee suggests legislation that a Customs and Tax Academy be
established in order to train professional Customs personnel into a culture of
integrity, honesty, and purpose, in order to have continuity.

A CUSTOMS AND TAX ACADEMY- must be created and developed.
If there are suspensions or dismissals of personnel, we can immediately
find a replacement when there exists a pool, especially those who passed
the Customs Brokers Examination, of Customs and Tax Academytrained persons waiting in the wings. We must begin to publicly discuss
the possibility of adopting a sui generis- type of employment for the
BOC and the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR). Perhaps we can look at
models that other jurisdictions utilize, e.g. “employment at will.” Those
who are employed continue to enjoy their tenure only when they
continue to perform well, i.e. meeting revenue targets; conversely, those
who underperform or who are implicated in corruption can be removed
immediately without a protracted process. To compensate for this
“insecurity” of tenure, those employed may be granted higher salaries
than those in other offices of government. This might also be as good a
time as any to consider plunder charges to be appropriate for Customs
malefactors;

As part of professionalizing the BOC, we recommend that the majority of
Deputy Commissioners be career officers of the bureaucracy;

3.

The Committee also recommends the formation of a Public-Private
Partnership to help monitor, on a monthly basis, the compliance of the BOC
of its target and on the implementation of the Attrition Law;

4.

The Attrition Law must be implemented fully and faithfully. Since 2008, the
law has not been implemented. It shows how government performance has
been lackadaisical. If the law had been properly implemented, the employees
at the BOC could have enjoyed for themselves a windfall in the billions of
pesos after reaching their target of about P620 Billion. In its investigations,
the Committee has unraveled the intricacies and extent of the “TARA”
system. And the reason why BOC collection cannot meet its collection target
is because of

benchmarking that is currently being set by the “players” in

their favor. The whole purpose of the Attrition Law is to ensure collection of
proper taxes: rewarding employees for exemplary behavior (meeting targets)
or punishing them for failure to reach previously- stated goals. If the Attrition
Law is not implemented, there will be little or no improvement in collections.
If they encounter obstacles, the relief is to ask Congress to amend i t .

5.

The Committee recommends filing criminal charges against all the officers of
the Command Center and other personalities as specified in the report. The
“TARA” system, as discovered by this Committee, must be utterly dismantled
and never allowed to come into existence again;

6.

There must be periodic review of the performance of licensed brokers, as well
as summary processes for license suspension or revocation. Any licensed
broker involved in smuggling must be immediately suspended, for cause, and
reported to the Secretary of Finance for further proceedings. This, without
prejudice to the filing of criminal cases, when warranted.

7.

The issuance of alert orders must be decentralized. The power may be given
to specific officials but there must be an immediate report if there is an
increase of collection or not due to the execution of alert orders; regular
reports of alert orders issued, and its status, must be submitted to the
Secretary of Finance and a proposed Congressional Oversight Committee;

8.

We must have a continuous relationship with China on the problem of the
proliferation of drugs. There should be monthly regular meetings between the
parties and its proceedings should be reported to the public, except for
national security purposes. We must extend our hand in friendship to others in
order to stop the problem of drugs. If indeed drugs are coming from China,
we recommend that the government seek greater cooperation from them. In
fact, the Chair has written a letter to implement the Mutual Legal Assistance
on Criminal Matters Treaty. One meeting has already been conducted by the
DOJ in this matter. A formal meeting with the Chinese Ambassador has also
been conducted and communication with the TECO Representative has also
been initiated;

9.

It is also recommended to our law enforcement agencies, as well as the BIR,
through the Secretary of Finance, and ultimately through the President of the
Philippines, that the following be further investigated, that their cases be more
extensively pursued, and that they be haled to court, if warranted, for their
participation in the smuggling of the 604 kilos of “shabu” into the countryespecially looking into lifestyle checks of the persons mentioned herein:
a. Chen Ju Long aka Richard Chen/Tan
b. Eirene Mae A. Tatad
c. Teejay A. Marcellana
d. Mark Ruben Taguba II
e. Dong Yi Shen Xi aka Kenneth Dong
f

Li Guang Feng aka Manny Li

g. Chen I Min

h. Jhu Ming Jyun
i.

Lu Chun Wei

j.

Nilo “Small” Abellera;

k. Allen Capuyan
l.

Jojo Bacud

m. Atty. Christopher Bolastig
n. Mike Sabban
o. Other John Does and Jane Does

11. Conduct regulatory compliance checks and test on the following juridical
entities:
a.

HongFei Logistics Philippines

b. Golden Strike Logistics, Inc.
c. EMT Trading
d. Integricy Trading
e. RO and SS Tradings

12. Personalities who, due to their close relationships to persons possessing high
authority, are held to higher standards of accountability to the people
precisely because of such close relationships. There are many examples that
we are aware where rumors of abuse of close relationships abound, regardless
of the administration in power. Perhaps this is an opportunity, in aid of
legislation, to shed light into this area. In this administration, a similar pattern
has emerged, with certain members of the First Family being linked to this
sordid affair. Therefore, the Committee decided to:
a. invite the personalities being mentioned, namely, Davao City Vice-Mayor
Paolo Duterte, and Atty. Manases Carpio, and;
b. request the NBI to include both personalities in the lifestyle checks being
conducted.

13. The Committee recommends that strict implementation of Sec. 21 of R.A. No.
9165 particularly with regard to drug destruction must be performed quickly
and speedily, in compliance with the 24 hours - 72 hours - 24 hours rule. If
the Department of Justice (DOJ), the PDEA, and the courts are encountering
hardships in complying with the law, the relief is not not to follow, but to ask
Congress to make the necessary amendments. We are in a drug war. We must
expel the drugs, prosecute the people responsible, and all those who have
been complicit in allowing the unabated entry of drugs in the country.
14. The following persons must be accurately identified, further investigated, and
prosecuted, when warranted, by the law enforcement authorities, namely,
“Tita Nanie”, Jojo Bacud, “Jack”, and “Noel”.
15. The Committee recommends that the BOC Commissioner shall

issue

Administrative Order/s which would include among others: (a) Prohibiting
anybody to be within the BOC and other customs-related premises without a
properly authorized identification card worn; (b) there must be a “One-Stop”
shop area where all concerns on transactions with the BOC may be addressed
swiftly and officially. Thereby, preventing those seeking appointments with
Customs officials roaming around its premises; and (c) there must not be any
direct contact between non-concemed BOC officials and importers. Any
contact made outside Customs, or outside office hours must be immediately
reported in writing. If they fail to do so, the offlcial/s shall be immediately
suspended pending investigation. The connivance between BOC officials and
importers/brokers/fixers/financiers/facilitators to deprive the government of
its just revenues must be minimized, if not ended.

NOT QUITE THE END YET. THE WORK CONTINUES!

